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T G)t· In L "'f~AV.EGE m. 10n .. . crease \.. owest n~~~~Jear© 
by Peter Ajemian 
Tuition, room, and board 
charges will increase by approx-
imately $270 for students attend-
ing Ithaca College next year. 
The 4.96 percent hike is the 
lowest percentage increll;e in the 
past seven years. The raise in 
tuition is one major part of the 
budget proposed for the 1977 -78 
year by President .James Whal-
en's Administration. The pro-
posed budget will be presented 
to the Board of Trustees next 
Monday, February 28th, in New 
York. "Nothing is finalized until 
the full Board has voted, "said 
Whalen Tuesday. 
President Whalen presented 
a summary of the budget to the 
Community Council at a meeting 
in the Union Dining Hall Tuesday 
of information Whalen explained 
was that. the college is still 93 
percent dependent on tuition and 
other student fees for its income 
despite efforts to gain greater 
endowment. 
Whalen read form a prepared 
statement as he sketched the 
highlights and culminations of a 
lengthy budget preparation pro-
cess that began last fall. He 
emphasized the relative success 
in keeping the tuition increase to 
a minimum. Included in hi8 
night. The atmosphere of the ' ,. - ,.;, 
meeting contrasted sharply with ':'J-:'. -.. /::C. 
the meeting held last year for the -~ _ • . t-. , ;,, 
same purpose. Last year there~--.-.:·:~-··.· ~ /~ 
was tension in the air when :.-: ,J '-' ;: ;, ,· ·,- ~ ~, 
Whalen faced a crowd of anger- ;,.._..,, / ,,. A - ,. · 
ed, frustrated, and critical stu- ,;.:"--:~~~-~,?'~,..;'.-, .'."~;'", .:-.~ 
dents, while this year the -: · ~ · ·<4 ..._ 
participants voiced no serious · ---:--· 
. :' 
objections to the handling of the 
budget. · 
After passing over a few 
School of Humanities and Sci-
ences, budget rose the most 
since it has the largest faculty. 
· But Whalen referred the Com-
munity Council to the fact that 
standardization of the college's 
part-time teaching salaries al-
lowed a major reduction in the 
salary base of $335,000 to occur, 
thus counter-acting the salary 
raises. 
President Whalen com 
mented on the budget process he 
had employed this year saying 
Community' Council items, -
Chairman Dave Lord asked Dr. ~~n .,at the Community Council meeting. Photo by Chuck Riter 
Whalen to speak. Whalen statement distributed Tuesay that he felt that there had been 
proceeded to go over the main were figures showing that I- improvement after last year's 
aspects of,the proposed budget, thaca's increase was less than budget "donny brook" which was 
emphasizing the difficulty in coll~ges it competes with such as full of misinterpretations. He 
precisely planning such a docu- the University of Rochester, stressed that students attending 
ment when 1 · percent of the Colgate, Hobart, and Union early budget sessions (had not 
budget represented roughly - College. been) an exercise in "futility." 
$250,000. (The total proposed The tuition increase will pro- He claimed the meetings had 
expense budget for 1977-78 is vide a $1,376,693 rise in income been publicized and didn't concur 
$25,592,041). Whalen also re- to pay for a growth in over-all with other budget participants in 
minded tlie Council members . expenses. A salary pool increase thinking that it could've been 
that the combined salaries and of 6 percent accounts for a good more effective. 
benefits for faculty, staff.and portion of where the additional The question-and-answer -
administration took up roughly · tuition money will go. Salary period opened with Student 
53 percent of the budget. One increases will be made in most Body President, John Nader, 
other rather disillusioning piece schools and divisions. The questioning the college's continu-
ing dependence on tuition for 
income. Whalen gave a long 
response saying that larger 
endowment was the #1 goal of 
the Development Office hut that 
finding external fund5 was like 
"rolling dice" sin.ce it was so 
unpredictable. 
Whalen was asked when the 
college would finally make a 
decision on establishing a Central 
Enunciation System, which 
would regulate utilities in a 
different fashion. Whalen ac-
knowledged that the question · 
had arisen repeatedly and that 
he'd probably know by the fall. 
A student representative 
from the Business School, asked 
about the allocation to Business 
hadn't been greater than the 
amount given to another area. 
'Tm extremely sensitive to the 
needs of the Business School," 
Whalen answered. He added 
that he'd been confering with 
Director Neill Massa about ways 
to enrich the program. 
One increase in the proposed 
budget was directed to "Institu-
tional Research." In fact, 
$356,000 from existing resources 
and additional funds will be 
utilized under this heading. This 
is due to the fact that more 
money will be needed for the 
college to evaluate and analyze 
its mission under the Presiden-
tial Task· Force led by Adminis-
trator William Scoones. 
Twenty thousand dollars 
will be cut from the Center for 
Interdisciplinary Studies making 
this the second consecutive cut-
back in this school. Unlike last 
year's budget cut-back for ens. 
h'Owever, this one will have no 
notin•ahle effect on the program. 
No courses will be dropped; in 
fact, the only rea5on for the 
budgt•t change is that the system 
of salary payments to ens 
proi"essors is being totally n•-
Provost Expected Soon 
by Laurie Rosenblatt 
The search for the new 
provost at Ithaca College is 
nearing an end. The two final 
candidates arc on campus this 
week to meet with faculty and 
students in the last stage of what 
has been a lenghty, tedious 
process to fill this post. The 
provost is the administrator in 
charge of academics. 
ed the Committee and Whalen. 
llence, no provost was found last 
spring. 
The decision was to wait 
until this year for a new provost 
search because there would be a 
more qualified group of ap-
plicants to work with if the 
process was started in Septem-
ber. 
Because of the early start, 
not only were there- more appli-
cants, but better qualified ones 
as well. After months of work, 
the Committee has narrowed the 
vampl·d. 
Significant changl's in bud 
g!'t plan, for nt>xt y(•ar that rnm!' 
from exist mg financial rPsour<·1·, 
include: 
I( b1ring nc•\, farnlty in th!' 
Scho,ils of H&:-:,. IIYl'ER. Allil'd 
Heall h. and Rusine,, Adm1111s-
t ration 
~( expanding finane1al aid and 
admiss10ns Sl'rVICl'S 
:l( funding a new program in 
School of Allied Health 
I( prov1dl' more tunds for our 
performing musical groups for 
touring 
:l( lo establisjl. a Study Skills 
program in the School of H&S 
6( to staff and boost Institutional 
Research l'ffort 
7( to restore funds for external 
,pPakers in the H&S budget 
Whalen noted that the item 
regarding funds for speakers was 
included mainly due to the fact 
that a student had suggested this 
at the open budget meeting in, 
the fall. That student was John 
Nader. 
Whalen pointed out at the 
outset that the college was 
obligated to pay utility costs at 
whatever rates they increased 
year to year. The cold winter did 
cause the utility rate to rise, he 
mentioned. 
At the close of the meeting, 
Whalen complimented Budget 
Director, Tom Reynolds, for his 
contribution to the process. He 
Pncouraged Council members to 
bring any questions to adminis-
trators in the future. "Let's 
continue the dialogue" Whalen 
,aid. 
In the course of the meeting, 
Whakn pointed out one main 
rt•a<;on that Ithaca College has a 
good financial reputation in New 
York Stat<' "W l' havP opcratPd in 
th!' black and we hav(• paid our 
llllls.·· 
Student 
Government 
candidates 
submit yornr 
statements for 
publication 
'.i'" before Tuesda 
Last Spring the search be-
gan. Applications were received 
after some advertisements were 
placed in various publications. 
The search was meaningless 
however due to .a late start. 
There were over 100 applications 
and after much reviewing, four 
candidates came to the campus. 
The qualifications of these four 
candidates did not arouse much 
enthusiasm. The problem with 
starting the search late was two 
fold: First, the experienced 
people already had positions 
lined up in other institutions. 
Secondly, none of the other 
applicants'· qualifications satisfi-
list of candidates to two: Dr. t 
'.'Joel J .Richards, presently the l) .;...,.,, 
I•: I 
• ~ ..... C: '· .. ~. ... • ' 
'' 
dean of Arts & Sciences at Rhode · .. ,._,..,_. 
Island College, and Dr. Peter M. ·.;:,--:,:., .. .,.,: 
Mitchell, Vice President for .. -.(~'.;1( 
Academic Affairs at Seton Hall 
University. Noel Richards has 
Provost Candidate Noel Richards Photo by Audrey Weiss 
already met with students and new provost for next year. 
faculty on campus this week and· Although the search committee 
Mitchell will meet with students will heavily influence who is 
today and faculty tomorrow. chosen, the final decision is up to 
This is the final stage of the President Whalen. According to 
search. The outcome o~ their-~ Koch, "What we are looking for 
screenings will help determine i~ leadership and experience. 
whether or not we will have a One of the problems at Ithaca 
;: ., ......... : ,,.~ "7~. ' 
College is that we've had a lot of 
home-grown administrators. 
That is the purpose of appointing 
thl' job to an outsider." Koch 
al;.o stated, "Others should go on 
sabatical to find out how things 
are done differently at other 
continued on page 15 
J .. ·.-.; .. ,: • • ·--,, 
March 22. 
This is the last issu 
of The Ithacan 
before vacation •.. 
tb:·li~a~f F~6~1°i~tfff.1~i~· 
-- ·-----Ithltc4D 
\ ~ . . 
Inquirer 
by Ellen Blickinao 
photos by Audrey Weiss 
•i,lf' ,,,,,, lt'hal do you lhi11k is the college's m<Li11 
,, f-'tt/;11('.'i\~ 
Executive Board -Statement · 
.. 
.. 
Fie:hting For Stable Tuition 
Any student who is currently freling the 
financial pinch of higher tuition rates might he 
inl!·n•sted in knowing that Governor Care.v has 
proposed a $40.8 million cut in Tuition Assistance 
Program for next .vear's hudget. If approved hy 
thP State Legislature this curhack could have a 
profound impart on a numher of Ithaca College 
..,t udent!-.. and a_ dangerous precedent may he set for 
l'Vt•n more cut<- in appropriations for higher 
!'ducation in thl' ~·pars ahead. 
Ir thl'M' ruts an• to ht• avoided, it i" important 
fhat a concentratl·d effort he made to convince the 
,...;tat,.-.., As,emhl~·persons and Senators of tht• 
importance of continul'd state funding of higher 
TAP cut~ from heing approved, placing students 
from SUNY. CUNY, and the inde.pendent sector on 
t_ht• Board of Trustpes anrl the Advisory Board of 
t hl· I°ligher Education Services Corporation (thi-; 
corporation administrates programs such as TAPl, 
a hill which would require all institutions to place 
notit·t· of all student financial aid and loan programs 
in thc•ir collt•gc• hulletins or catalogues. a hill w·hich 
11ould rt·quirt• all college facilitil'S in New York to 
fw t•quipperl with adequat(• firl' protection anrl 
dPt1·1·tion dc•viePs. suhsidizl' the• costs of TAP 
,t11rll·nh appl_ving to gradual(• schools. and plank" 
for variou, -;ttI(lPnt rightf.. 
~ t·dueation in New York. and a group known as the 
lndq,endent Student Coalition (ISC) i<; leading this 
!'!Tort. 
In ordt•r to maintain a continous lohh.ving effort 
and to kl'ep up with all of thl· lt•gislation concerning 
hii.:-ht•r t•duration thl• ISC has to emplo~· a 
111·rmarwnt !-.taff. and thl' dul'S an• to "upport I.ht• 
,tart' and pay for the legal and travl'I (•xppnses th1• 
gToup incurs. .\\'ith adt•quatt• funding tht• 
organization has I he pokntial to function a!-. an 
dfil'iPnt lohhying force. that will he ahh• to prorlur1• 
addition,11 funding to private college•, from tht• 
...;t alt•. thus insuring greatt•r stahilit.,· in thl' tuition 
ratl''- of ~ehoob likl' Ithaca C'ollege. 
\1itchel Solomon B.A. Drama '78 
Lack of communication between 
the administr:1tion and students; 
and the weather! 
John Grasso Graduate-Re-
creation '76 
Most of the kids expect it to be a 
country club up here, they come 
to party mostly and it's hard for 
peoplP who· con'le 'to study. Also-
in four yPars there's not enough 
time to meet all the people you 
1.auri Strau~s Psych. '79 
\, tar a, tht• monl'y wt.'n• 
payini.:-. it i~ !hi' samt• as. or a 
lillh• bit ll·~s than what the Iv~· 
I ,t•ag-111 ,1·hools cost. ,tnd tht· 
r,·p11ta111,·1 h llllll'h. rnUl'h 101,1.·t•r. 
David Reville Undec. '79 Steve 
Coates Chem; '79 
, Both the pub and the snack ·iiar 
seem inadequate to serve the 
student body here. They're both 
'too small and inefficien~. and 
overcrowded. 
1.inca Sullivan TV -R '80 
I think the school's main weak-
m•ss is apathy. The students only 
('art• about their personal lives. 
They will not get involved with 
the school communit . 
:-.rott Porter Phys. Ed. '78 
Tht•n• aren't enough organized· 
·!l'livitit•s for the student< such 
.,~ l'Ont'l•rts and lectures. There's 
no school support. Everyone's 
on!_,. infrrested in themselves. 
Eileen Barton Political Science 
·xo 
Saga food. You've got to eat to 
live! The food is utterly 
disgusting! 
:. .,....,_._, . . """,~ - .. - ' ... .. ~ . .. . . . . 
Tht• If.;(' i!-. a lohh_vin'g organization compo.,ed of 
rqirl'"l'ntativt·~ from private colleges and univt•rsi-
t 11·, throughout th1• Stat(•. It is only six months 
old. and i, conducting a vigorous mcmhership rlrivP 
a1111(•d at coordinating th(• energies of all privatt• 
111-..t i• ution-; in New York into onl' powerful voirt• 
I h,11 ,1 ill havl' an impart in the LcgislaturP. 
It hara ('ollegl' has hel•n participating in thl· IS(' 
.,:id ha.., appointt•d i\h•x Wilson. Riolog,v '77, a-; thl' 
,1·hoor.., offi('ial reprt''-"ntative. The Colll'gt• dot"' 
not haH• voting right-. ,1 ithin the• organi7.ation. 
ho,1 l'Ve•r . ..,incl' it ha-. not paid any of the rcquirt•d 
rl11P-.. ThP rlues are 50 cents for 
l'a('h full tinw -.tudC"nt t•nrollc•d in an institution. or 
;q>pro,1mall·h $2000 a 1·par in I.he• rasp of Ithaca 
I oli1•i.:-(•. 
In addition lo thl' paid staff. the IS(' rl'lil'S ht•avil~-
on t hl' volunlt·!'r l'fforb of ,turll•nts from privat!' 
11i...t it uion~. ThPr!' an• four standing committl'I'" 
,1111il·nt~ an· nt•t•dt·d to -;it on. and it is important to 
t h1· m Prall lohh_ving effort that as man_v student, as 
111> ... -.1hl1· 11-ritt• ll'tt(•r-; to legislator., in support of 
t h1· 1:-( · program. 
\\ hill· t hi-. rna.1· !-.\'Pm like• a lot or money to 
-..p(·nd for nwrnh1•r,hip in a lohh~·. it i.., important to 
('()11-.id(·r thP po!Pntial hpndits of supporting th1• 
1:-!'. ThP group·.., lt•gi-.latun• program for rn77 
i1H'l11d\•-. a maior dfort to prt'Vl•nt thl' proposPrl. 
,...;tudl'nt-; inte•n·"l!'d in parfi('ipalini.:- on a 
1·0111mit tl·1·. po!-.~ihly going to Alhan.1· to \ isit "it h 
l1·J!1-..Jaturl'~. or writing il'ttl'r-. art' urgl'd to 
(·ontal'l,John Nadt'r. AIPx \\'il,on. ,Julil' ~trorn-
-..t,·acl. or Mark Engstrom in th\• Sturlt'nt 
( ,m l'rnnwnt offil'l' on the third floor of thP llnion. 
or eall :nt-:tn7 ix::J:3771. Furthn information will 
111· providt•d on rc•qut•st. 
Student Trustee C.omments 
On Goverance Structure 
!Following is a requested view-
point of the /. C. governance by 
Student Trustee Sam Shmikler] 
structurally defines the College, 
will have the input of all 
constituencies. 
. I .wish to expre-ss some of my 
First, I'd like to thank Peter own feelings on governance in 
Ajemian and the Ithacan staff for order to communicate with the 
this opportunity to express my- campus I view the structure of 
self on this t,:ipic. the collegP. It is no secret that 
· Tht• Ithaca College Board of the present system inadequatly 
Trustees will bl:' holding their serves the college. It was 
winter meeting in Nl·w York City created at a time -0f turmoil and 
on Monday. February 28, 1977. great divissiveness on our cam-
The- winter meeting. (always of pus, and in our country. It 
high interest to students, faculty reflected, I believe, a sense of 
and staff due to budgetary ambiguity about our personal 
eonsiderations). will he of especi- responsibility and doubtr: about 
all_v high interest this time. our relationships. The out-
St>vPral items on our agenda deal growth was a system which 
with the discussion of changes at unfairly burdened several 'co-ad-
.. C. Thl· areas of hudget and ministrative responsibilities". I 
{OVL•rnance havt' great impact on can cite several examples of 
all communit~· members' iives frustration, confusion and 
and . to insure a sound and hurl'aucratic foul-ups, but we all 
l'(!Uitahle courst• for the College--. _know the si.tuations,-and their 
discussion should he hoth varied aftermat'1c5. These conditions. 
and sL•rious. As a member of the whieh led to our present struc-
Board of Trustees and the ture, no longer exist. Many 
student hod? I have been expos- valuahle lessons have been learn-
l'd to the problem of LC. in these l'd and the time for positive 
areas an welcome comments discussion is ripe. 
from allquarters. I'm.looking for a structure that 
· One an•a the Board will b_e·' reflt•cts ·the natural roles and 
foeusing on will be the gover: responsihilities of the various 
nance structure of the College.. members of the LC. community. 
Last year the Board establishe~ I helil•Ve tbat a governance 
;111 ad-hoc Suh-committee:, Jo· ,tructure >mt:Jst be efficient'. 
i'(·Vil'\\ tht• governanc(>' >do0c~~ :· . dt•finitive -. and: ··humanistic. It 
inl'nl, the farultv and" - staft . must he pres·ent. oriented and 
handbooks and make'. iecd~endn'~ rl'Spl'Ctl'd · hf .. a!I.. ·. ·1~ · _is by no 
.tions to thl' Board of Trusi:.~es\ me,\ns writrei:i)~r:rri.rrble for al! 
Thl'ir suggestions will be dlscu~> future g':n.eratfons; . it only· re-
st>d hy the Board:and then used ·-~· llPcts htfa' WP wish to conduct-
.. I ' ' " • 
as' a cat:ilysr for discussion on.· 
campus this spring and next fall.· 
Tht• ml'mhers of the sub-col}ltn1t-
tt•t• have labored long and hard 
and thl'ir efforts are deserving of 
our deep thanks. To dispel the 
fear that the Board will act 
arbitrarily it should be noted 
again that ample review and 
consideration will be given to all 
opinions. _This document, which 
oursl'lves· today. 
Just as the new structure 
won't be delivered ,fl'..Qm ~b~'Q"e,: 
neither was our present system. 
Thl· ideas and presuppositions 
l·mbodied in our present sfruc. 
tun• must be critically analyzed. 
TherP should ·be no sacred 
cows--and while the past is a 
valuaple teacher it by no means 
mandateds ·our-future. 
, I would not prejudice the 
campus community hy dealing 
\\ ith the specifics of the proposal 
at this time. The time for that 
discussion is approaching and I 
think I speak for my fellow 
students and trustees in welcom-
ing that -opportunity. I hope to 
listt•n. argue and reason on this 
most important of issues and I'm 
ronfidL•nt that others will do 
likewise. 
Accountini 
(Club 
Started 
by Timothy Callaghan 
After many years of arduous 
struggle amidst . the endless 
pages of confusing balance sheets 
a d nebulous income statements, 
there is_ finally . a glimmer of 
hope. There is now in existence 
an Accounting Club, a business 
student's salvation from insolu-
able academic difficulties. 
This new club is a dynamic and· 
ever:expanding business student 
group, which encompasses the 
entjre spectrum of the business. 
and accounting departments. Al-
though the name might seem 'to· 
limit it to accounting majors, it is 
~ student-run group which fulfills· 
S,!:!Veral badly needed services. ·. 
· The club ,was : <;onceived by, 
Accounting professor, Alan Co-· 
~en:. who upon· coming--to· the. 
s_chool recognized a need for a. 
student-run group which could · 
serve the functiQnsof; 1) provid-. 
ing a forum for the social and 
professional advancement of ac-
~unting students, and 2) a 
specific place where students 
could go to find academic aid and 
tutori!1g, • 
Kenna Brooks and Andy Ler-
man are chairman and· co-chair-
continued on 'pag~:tz-
Ni~htclub Nite -~111.A Smash 
by ~avid Heston I could not understand the words 
used, most of the jokes went 
This pas_t Saturday night, over . 1'ight by me. Despite the groans 
one hundred and seventy people of agony which Feinberg's mono-
from within and outside of the IQge elicitea from the audience, 
Ithaca College community listen- his gallant attempt at humor was 
ed to a wide variety of entertain- weJJ received. I became even· 
ment in the Crossroads of the less comfortable when . Steve 
Egbert Union ranging from Dropkin, having finished playing 
Israeli songs _to jazz to American a Hebrew song with Lisa Kohn, 
Pop hits. Israeli Nightclub Nite said that he was glad to be in a 
was an enjoyable show whether room "with a bunch of Hebs.'" 
the person attending was Jewish My early fears of being alienated 
or Gentile. It was sponsored by were quickly· dismissed when 
the I.C. Hillel o~ganization as a Lisa Kohn warmed up the audien 
benefit for the United Jewish cc by having them sing along to 
Appeal. "(,;an't help but Wonder Where 
In the atmosphere throughout rm bound." The show gained 
the evening was a sense of even more momentum when 
fril'ndliness, warmth. and Jew- Kohn was joined by Cathy 
ish unity. The audience was Sulmasv, a former I.C. student, 
largely Jewish with a sizeable for a ~ouple of songs. Their 
contingent of grown-ups from combined singing and guitar 
downtown. The v_a_rious acts pla.ving flowed with liveliness 
were warml;V and enthusiastical- and joy. Sulmasy's talent as a 
. ly received. Larry "the Fein" singer became particularly evi-
Feinherg started off the evening dent in her solos in w'hich she 
with a monologe concerning sang Joni Mitchell sel~ctions. 
college courses in Israel. For a Her enthusiastic cheering section 
Gentilt>, the Hebrew used in of East Tower friends patientlv 
most of Feinberg's anecdotes waited for the full three and a 
ma.v have been alienating. Sinc1: ~alf hours for her encore at the 
end of the show. She was 
certainly worth·the waiting. 
At least one act in each of the 
three sets offered Hebrew folk 
and religious songs. For exam-
ple Eric Roberts, an I.C. senior, 
and his sister Gerri sang a 
nember of traditional songs to 
open. the second set. The final 
set began with the longest and 
most traditional presentation of 
Hebrew religious songs. Mike 
Weinstein played the guitar and 
autoharp while Marsha Polen-
berg accompanied on the mando-
lin with the guitar and autoharp 
added an element of custom th 
their music. Weinstein explain-
ed the importance of singing in 
Judaism. - The ultra orthodox 
Jews in particular feel that 
speaking interfers with the com-
munication of belief. Throughout 
the evening, the audience sang 
and clapped along to the familiar 
melodies. 
Though the emphasis of Night-
club Nite was on the Jewish 
tradition. the diversity of mater-
ial performed provided someth-
ing for almost every musical 
taste. Eric Roberts brought an 
unannounced guest llutist on-
stage whom he introduced as 
"Trucker" and the two of them 
play:ed a few jazz selections. It 
wai' a pleasant surprise for 
everyone including the organiz-
er of the entire show Russell 
Sch~artz, Weinstein is a guitar-
ist for the LC. Jazzlab. For 
Beatles fans, Sue Ring, also an 
LC. senior played a medley of 
their hits while accompaning 
herself on the piano. She also 
preformed two ;ongs she wrote 
herself. Overall, the quality of 
t.he musicians and singers was 
excellent. 
During the two intermissions, a 
popular ,Jewish dish, felafal, 
was served along with Israeli red 
and white wine. It was a perft>ct 
touch to an evening filled wiLh 
tradition. From the Israeli food, 
to the cheery atmoshere, to thl' 
varied entertainment, Israeli 
Nightclub Nite was a fun way to 
spend a Saturday night. 
~.~p.; ~a;u~" .. ·.~1 
__ C_! q~'J __ !_ ....... _ 
"Sybi4 The Waking Se{f9 L NITELY 7Alh SAT-SUN MAT 1.30 " 
---JANUS FILM FESTIVAL ··1 
ENOS TttURS.OAr 
by Sandra Greenberg responsible for broken bones and 
many bruises, as well as directly 
On Thursday Feb. 17, .Flora causing Sybil's malnourishment 
Rheta Schreiber, author of best by giving her an enema after 
seller, "Sybil", spoke in the each meal. While Sybil's mother 
Egbert Union .Cafeteria. Schrei- was very - aggressive; Sybil's 
her spoke not only about "Sybil" father stood passi_vely by and let 
the character in her book, but his wife continue t'o abuse his 
she also spoke a great deal about child. Though Sybil's doctor was 
"Sybil" the person, and how her obviously aware of the abuse 
relationship with "Sybil" grew Sybil was getting at home, he 
into friendship. didn't stop it either. The only 
When Dr. Wilbur, Sybil's person Sybil had loved was her 
· doctor, first approached Schrei- grandmother, who died when 
her about writing a book about Sybil was in third grade. When 
Sybil, Schreiber turned the offer Sybil's grandmother was buried, 
down because at that time Sybil for Sybii it was as if all the love 
was not "cured", and Schreiber she had ever known was buried 
felt that she couldn't write a book with her. 
which had no ending. When _ Sybil had a dissociate per-
Schreiber met Sybil she liked her sonality rather than a schizo-
very much and she was extreme- phrenic personality. Sybil view-
ly impressed by her higli intelli- ed objects as wholes, while a 
gence. ~t wasn't until Schreiber schizophi:enic would only see a 
had known Sybil for eleven small detail of the object. From 
years, and she had become the age of three Sybil started 
familiar with· all of Sybil's 16 developing multiple perso,nalities 
selves that s'1e began writing the as defensed against feeling the 
book. pain, the fear and the missuse for 
Schreiber learned that Sybil · love which she had been feeling 
had been.· both physically and~ 
emotionally abused . as a very 
young child. Sybil's mother w114 
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since she was born. By having 
thes.e alternate personalities, 
"Sybil the waking self', would 
not have to accept reality. 
Instead, "Sybil the waking self', 
could hide all of her unbearable 
pain in her other selves. None of 
Sybil's selves knew of the 
existence of the other selves 
except fo~ "Vicki", ·who was the 
memory of all the selves. It was 
the use of "Vicke" that Dr. 
Wilbur was able to learn about 
the· other selves, and in turn, 
help Sybil learn about them. 
continued on page 14 
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Tuesday night'~ Community Council meeting 
reflected a positi\'e effort towards revamping the 
Communication process on this campus. President 
Whalen at that meeting, ·elaborated on next year's 
budget---a budget that, if approved by the Board of 
Trustees on Monday, has the smallest tuition 
increase (percentage-wise) in seven years. 
Whalen was openly concerned about the 
apparent lack of community input into last year's 
budget. The angry mood of last February's 
Community Council meeting drove home this point 
to combat last year's problems, Whalen, in 
conjunction with Business Manager Tom Salm and 
Bullget Director Tom Reynolds, arranged a series 
of open hearings on campus. Each dean was 
instructed to hold meetings with faculty and 
students under their jurisdiction. Thus, the intent 
was ther to open the lines of input to a $25.6 million 
_budget. · 
Unfortunately, the amount of input obtained 
was minimal. This raises a point of concern. Some· 
people complained that the open budget meetings 
were poorly publicized. Among Garden Apartment 
residents this was especially true, however, one 
must speculate: What if the meetings had been 
properly publicized? some divisional meetings were 
publicized well. The result: little or no attendance 
and/or interest at these meetings.. for this,· the 
College administration certainly cannot be blamed. 
In fact President Whalen must be commended for 
making a legitimate effort to "trim the fat" from 
I.C.'s budget. Never before has effective 
utilization of income been more essential for this 
College. LC. derives 93 percent of its income from 
tuition at a time when inflation and unemployment 
is wreaking havoc among many members of the 
work force. If the community interest is not there, 
one cannot fault a select (and qualified) group of 
administrators for drawing up a budget for the 
entire community. There is always a suspicion that 
a small group cannot determi~e the needs of the 
whole, but in this case only a 4.96 percent increase 
reflects a job well done. 
Provost Question 
The final t..wo candidates for the position of 
Provost are on campus this week. Both men, Peter 
Mitchell and · Noel Richards, are apparently 
well-qualified for the job. It looks as if President 
Whalen will offer the post to one of the two men. 
Two other possibilities exist, however. Whalen 
could decide to pass over both candidates or the 
candidates could both refuse the position due to 
better offers elsewhere. 
If either of the two latter possibilities become 
reality, then the search will begin again. In 
September, the Provost Search Committee re-
opened nominations for the position. Now, five 
months later, that possibility exists again. It 
appears to be a never-ending procedure. Assuming 
tht• current effort comes up empty, Ithaca College 
may go yet another semester without a full-time 
Provost. The efficiency of the Provost Search 
Committee appears to be lacking. Why has the 
task of finding a qualified candidate taken so long? 
Why has Frank Falcone been out of the running all 
along'! These are questions that have not been 
satisfactorily answered. 
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'To the Editor-
I want to respond to the 
editorial appearing in the Febru-
ary 10 issue of The Ithacan, 
entitled "Inaccessibility in Job 
Hall." 
To the editor who wrote this 
piece, it looks as if the adminis-
tration doesn't listen, won't talk 
and doesn't care. It looks as if I 
am never here and when I am 
here, I won't or don't see anyone. 
It looks as if Frank .Falcone is the 
Acting Provost. It looks as if I 
refuse to attend meetings of the 
Faculty Council and won't com-
municate with the Faculty Coun-
cil. It looks as if I have a policy of 
preventing people from commu-
nicating with the members of the 
Board of Trustees. And it looks 
as if the members of the Board 
never come to the campus and 
know nothing about what hap-
pens here. 
The way I see it, I am not 
always away from the campus 
and I do see as many people as I 
can when I am here. My 
calendar is filled with appoint-
ments with faculty, staff, stu-
dents and guests. I try to lunch 
with students on regular occa-
sions. Sometimes these lunch-
eons are .. by invitation and 
sometimes I just go to a dining 
hall and join a table of students. 
I go to meetings when I can (but I 
can only attend one at a time). I 
try to ensure that the adminis-
tration is represented where it is 
supposed to be represented. I 
have had three all-College facul-
ty meetings this year and plan at 
least one more. These have been 
excellent sessions and I believe 
they have been productive for 
both the faculty and the adminis-
tration. I receive notes with 
suggestions and criticism from 
faculty, students and parents 
and I spend time investigating 
the complaints and evaluating 
the suggestions. Further, I 
answer these notes. 
students to make use of these 
offices. I must delegate for I 
cannot see everyone personally 
and solve every individual prob-
lem. This is the way most 
institutions operate. 
The way I see it, there is no 
policy to prevent anyone from 
communicating with members of 
the Board of Trustees. We do 
not, as a rule, pass out a list of 
members' addresses. It is the 
consensus of the Bo~rd that wi 
should not do so. They are not 
trying to avoid "hassling;" they 
are trying to avoid beir,g deluged 
with all sorts of invitations and 
felicitations which inevitably ac-
company· distribution of such 
listi!"'gs. Further, they expect 
that 'the president and his 
cabinet officers will manage the· 
day-to-day operations of the 
institution, and that they will not 
be _asked to do that. 
The way I see it, the trustees 
of this College not only spend 
time on our campus, but spend 
much personal time elsewhere on 
behalf of the College. They are 
quite in tune with what is going 
Now. if these things are all 
true, the editor is right. If these 
things are true, then perhaps 
hetter words would be "incompe-
tent" and "irresponsible." But 
are they true? Are they an 
accurate representation of what 
this administration has been 
doing for the past nineteen 
months'! I suspect the answer 
depends to a large degree on 
what you are looking for and 
where you are looking from. 
The way I see it, travel is a 
part of this job. I am expected to 
meet with foundation personnel, 
with alumni, with parent groups 
and with friends of the College. I 
am expected to attend profes-
sional meetings and represent 
Ithaca College at these meetings. 
(I have attended two this year, 
. on here. They receive the 
The way I see it, this adminis-
tration does listen, will talk and 
does care about . the comments 
and opipions of students and 
faculty. Students and faculty 
comprised the search committees 
for the dean of the School of 
Music, the dean of the School of 
Humanities and Sciences and for 
the position of · provost. A 
majority of the Task Force on the 
Academic Organization · of the 
College will be students and 
faculty. This year we attempted 
to create a much greater and 
earJier ·access to the budget 
process for both students and 
faculty. The fact is that 
relatively few students and fac-
ulty took advantage of that 
access and, contrary to the 
editor's perception, this presi-
dl'nt was not secretly delighted, 
hut was disappointed. This 
admin.istration asked the Presi-
dent of the Student Body and the 
Editor of The Ithacan in Septem-. 
her of this academic year to 
suggPst a plan for a series of 
open meetings to provide better 
opportunity for campus dialogue. 
We asked them because we 
hl•lieve that a program establish-
('d hy the . students" would he 
hetter attended and more valua-
hle. 
one last semester and one this 
semester, both were important 
and· both kept me away from the 
campus only three working 
days.) I have tried to use 
weekends and College vacation 
periods for travel as much as 
possible but there are a number 
of occasions which do require me 
to be away during portions of the 
working week. There are some 
officers and individuals in the 
College who think I don't travel 
enough. My wife and my dog 
think I travel too much. The way 
I see it, I travel when I have to 
and generally, I travel a good 
deal less than many other college 
presidents. It would be nice if 
everyone would come to Ithaca 
and make a contribution but it 
just does not work that way. 
The way I see it, Frank 
Falcone, as Assistant Provost, 
must represent me on a number 
of occasions. ,He and I work 
closely together and at meetings 
he does speak in my behaU. He 
goes not because I won't go, but 
because I can't always be every-
where that people want me to be. 
No one can. • The other vice 
presidents and cabinet officers 
have sim_ilar responsibilities del-
egated to them by me and I urge 
Limited Inquiry 
Weekly Bulletin; a regular news-
letter from my office, and, 
believe it o·r not, The Ithacan. 
The way I see it, this adminis-
tration is not inaccessible. We 
are not always where people 
would like us to be. We cannot 
always answer every question 
the press asks -- when they ask 
it. We cannot consult with 
everyone before making a deci-
sion or taking action. But 
becaus_e we cannot do these 
things does not mean we are 
inaccessible. It makes us regu-
lar, everyday professional educa-
tors, administrators and manag-
ers, trying to do our jobs in the 
best way possible. 
No, I have not chosen to 
"isolate myself' in Job Hall. 
When I consider the number of 
students, faculty and staff I talk 
with in the course of a _working 
week; when I think about the 
number of meetings I attend, the 
number of telephone calls I take, 
the number of letters I read and 
answer. I find the charge that I 
am inaccessible slightly humor-
ous. In fact, sometimes I wish I 
were a little inaccessible --
enough perhaps to get all the 
way through the New York 
Times or to finish Gulag Archi-
pelago. 
The way I see it, "inaccessibil: 
ity," "isolation," "closed adminis-
tration" are all code words. They 
don't mean what they say and 
they don't say what they mean. 
Between and around the rhetoric 
is the sentiment, "You do not do 
what we want you to do when we 
want you to do it. You do not tell 
us what we want to know when 
we want to know it .. You do not 
see us every time \Ye want to see 
To the Editor: position. We as members of The you." This is true sometimes 
This is in response to the School of Business feel that it because we cannot and some~ 
question asked in the F~bruary was poor journalism on the part times because we should not. 
I 7th issue of the Ithacan by the of the Ithacan to exclude Juniors And that will be true ,no matter 
"Ithacan Inquirer": "How do,.you and Seniors who have had Mr. who occupies the corner offices of 
fet>l about the resignation · of Mas~a as a professor an~ who Job Three, because that is the 
Ar. iello Massa'!'" It is an obvious h.ave also worked with him while real world. At least that's the 
oversight that only Freshman .. in the p(>sitl<>.J'! of Acting Di- way I see it. 
and Sophomores were. polled rector. This is not to say that the : 
about an issue concerning some- comments made were inaccurate 
one that they have not really had or slanted, but rather why not 
the chance to see . in all his attempt to rep.rese'nt' all classes 
capacities. None of the students of student's, Freshmen through 
included in last weeks Inquirer Seniors. and in the manner 
ever had the opportunity to have obtain a more representative 
Mr. Massa as a professor -or to opinion. 
bl•come aware of the circum- · Sincerely• · 
stances that led to Mr. Mai;sa Delta Mu Delta 
being appointed to the D,irecto?s \National Honor Society of 
Business Administraion) 
Sincerely, 
James J. Wbale.n 
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An Open Letterr To Dean Keshishol{l@M 
Dean Keshishoglou, 
I would like to present you 
with one student's subjective 
impression of yourself and the 
school that you run. It does not 
matter to me what you think of 
this letter. But l wish to expand 
the consciousness of students at 
this school beyond the frame-
work of your letter to the Ithacan 
of last week. 
I came to Ithaca College as a.-
TV,R major because I had been 
"sold" on the School of Communi-
cations. I was impressed by all 
the fancy buttons in the radio 
stations when I toured the 
campus as a senior in high school. 
When accepted, I felt honored as 
one of the select twenty percent 
to "make it" into the department. 
I came to school my freshman 
year with absolutely no previous 
experience in television or radio, 
but with an open mind I was 
ready and willing to learn. Very 
quickly I became involved in my 
courses and many of the extra-
curricular aspects of the Com-
munications Department. 
However, after almost one 
year of applying myself, I was 
deeply troubled. The courses 
offered little stimulus, and in-
volved easy. repetitive exer-
cises. There was little construct-
ive criticism of any kind, and 
very little creativity anywhere-
only conformity. I was depres-
sed, because the program seem-
ed to be leading nowhere. So I 
went to my advisor, who just 
happened to be you. 
I went into your office and told 
you that I was unhappy. With 
what ·seemed at first to be a 
receptive ear, you told me to 
elaborate on the problem. I went 
into detail, and ,you listened 
intently for about ten minutes. 
When I was all through, do you 
know what you said? "Well, if 
you don't like it here, you had 
better go somewhere else, be-
cause there are plenty of people 
waiting to take your place." I 
couldn't believe it! But at least I 
knew who not to talk to. 
If you feel bad now, don't- I 
have ·been concentrating in eco-
nomics and politics since my 
sophomore year, and it has given 
me a deep awareness of the 
society in which we live. This si 
something of a rarity for most 
students from your school. For it 
is a place that trains yes-men and 
women for the industry that 
warps and perverts the minds of 
America. It teaches people no 
self-criticism, no awareness of 
themselves or the world they live 
in, no ability to use their 
creativity positively to· enhance 
the society in which they live. 
But they are perfectly trained to 
deaden the minds of our country. 
As I left TV-R and began to 
awaken to the real world, I tried 
to talk about my newly-found 
impressions to my friends in 
Communications. They wanted 
nothing to disturb them, how-
ever, from the superficiality 
which had become their environ-
ment and their lives. And these 
were the people who were to 
guide one of the most powerful 
weapons existing today- the 
means of communication. 
You are probably burning up 
at this point, Dean Keshishoglou-
but I believe that you are 
responsible for continuing the 
hoax that is called the Srhool of 
Communications. I have nothing 
against you personally, although 
you probably won't believe it. 
But your actions as Dean do 
affect other peoples lives in the 
ways that I have described. Even 
if you are not aware of it, other 
people should be- they might just 
wake up. 
Michael Zalkin 
Economics 
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Here ye! Here ye! Have you 
heard, radio station 61 LC. is in 
l'Xi'itence'! Can you hear me out 
then•'! Is anyone there to hear 
me'! 
ThesP -.lightly humorous yet 
mo~tly frustrating comments are 
quit.c commonplace among those 
1•mploy(:d at 6 I I.C. which is 
officially known as WICB-A.M. 
I 'nfortunatcly many student~ 
r·onfu~•· it with tht• F.M. station. 
and do not realize that an A.M. 
~talion PVen exists. 
61 J.C. is a campus-oriented 
radio ~1 ation, gearing itself total-
1,v toward~ the I.('. Community. 
It. provides the school with 24 
hour~ of entertainment daily. 
When 61 l.C. is not originating 
. C:i:mpus Programing, Stereo 99 
W AAL in Binghamton is broad- part~ of the campus. It features 
cast'. Its main concern is to a listing of the top album and 
broaden the student's awareness singles of the week, and news 
of the school, and at the, same concerning the station's activi-
time to give the school a .feeling ties as well as the college's. 
of unity. The station offers such Unfortunately many students 
activities as campus news re- are not aware of 61 I.C. One of 
ports, contests, ride lines, class . the main reasons for its anonym-
cancellations and even a Campus ity is the fact that it only reaches 
Talk Show called CAMPUS certain portions of the school; in 
CONTROVERSY. Campus Con- fact, it is· only heard in the 
troversy arranges for groups Towers and some of the Ter-
within the school such as Saga, races. Program Director for 61 
1hc Book Store, and others to l.C;, Corey Taylor, explained the 
have guests appear on the reasons for the station's inability 
<.:tation. It gives students the to broadcast to the entire cam-
opportunity to call in and ask pus. · . 
questions pertaining to the "As far as my knowledge goes, 
show's discussion. In addition, a the big problem with the station 
weekly pamphlet entitled The is that when the dorms were 
Weekly Record is distributed to originally built, they weren't 
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Photo by Sharon Corbitt 
made compatibie - for a Carrier 
Current Signal. In order for this 
to be corrected, large sums of 
money would be needed to make 
the system compatible. Unfor-
tunately, this is money w~ich the 
school can not afford to give." 
It seems quite apparent that 
money is a major setback for the 
station. WICB-A.M. is given a 
$7,100 yearly budget which mnst 
he shared with WICB-F .M., 
leaving only a minute sum to 
work with. Corey's feeling 
concerning this issue is: 
"I'm optomistic to the point of 
the limited potential which we 
now have. In most radio 
ventures, the potential is unlim-
ited, but since we have a 
maximum limited audience and 
WICB-TV 
limited funding things can.some-
times get very demoralizing." 
611.C.'s motto·is "We're here 
to serve the 1.C. Community." 
This is quite an ironic statement 
if the students don:t even know 
that they broadcast. But 611.C. 
does have something to offer 
everyone and will accomplish 
two . goals at the same time. 
Those are to entertain anct 
inform the listener. 
It is an unfortunate set of 
circumstances when many people 
work very hard to achieve a 
certain goal and it is thwarted by 
naive people. ATTENTION! 
naive people. turn to 61 I.C .. and 
you'll be in for a real treat. 
Dral{on_fl_r 
On Friday February 25, The 
Newman Community of LC. will 
present Dragon Fly in concert in 
Muller Chapel. Dragon Fly con-
sists of four I.C. students; 
Robert Krout on guitar, piano, 
banjo, and vocals; Bruce Kahn on 
guitar, bass, mandolin, and vo-
cals; Kevin Camp on yiolin and 
vocals; and Caryl Wheeler on 
vocals. Dragon Fly plays biue-
grass, folk, pop, jazz-blues, and 
original music. The concert be-
gins at 9:00p.m., with a wine & 
cheese reception following. The 
music is free. 
* 1 0% OFF all other ski merchandise 
*$30.00 OFF Lovett Racing Skis 
WEEKLY SCHEDULE FOR MARCH 1, MARCH 
2. MARCH 3. 
Sorry et these low prices no coupons, trade ins, 
or rental credits allowed! Hurty-supplies limited! ( .......... ,J 
Hcxn Mon Sal 10 30 AM-5 30 PM 
107 Dryden Rd. 
273-2341 
In lhealley 
)ualbelow 
Aral NallonlTI Bank 
inColegelown 
Allttleta'der 
to flnd trut wel 
wor1h Iha effort! 
7:30PM 
News Scene: Local. national and international news 
7:45PM 
Focus: A program created by a T.V.R. major 
8:30PM*** 
Fire Safety Control: A program by students for 
students which centers on fire safetv 
9:00PM *** • 
Food Glorious Food: Helen Locker from Bavarian 
Inn Guests 
9:30PM *** 
Energy Conservation: Peter St~inhaus hosts thi" 
program ·which looks at the energy situation at 
J.C.-- Produced last year (spring) 
10:00PM 
Dating GaJDe: Another of those romantic programs 
produced last year. 
***}:'rogram to he played Tues. and Thurs. only 
Wednesday March 2, 1977 ONLY 
8:30PM 
Women Redefined:Women oriented 
9:00PM 
Creative touch: Art oriented 
9:30PM 
Keep the customer satisfied: consumer oriented '"\\\t WATERIFJ?. 
0~ 702 Willow AvenueOJ\;-A 277-0800 -ef', 
dip and 'save clip and save clip and save 
Ithaca's Finest Niqhtclub 
open every day 3pm-lam 
WEDD SINGLES NIGHT 
MOST DRINKS 75¢BEER 50¢ 
HAPPY 
HOUR 
EVERY 
DAY 
3:oo·-1:00 
lbOV!i: liA~li)$ irUESDAY THRU SUNDAY 
This week: 
01 LATI:: SHOW'' 
* NEVER A_ COVER CHARGE!* 
now taking reservations for special parties 
-·Raymar Incorporated 
, : RA Y'S. TAXI CO. 
','·. 
I 
Fast Service! 277-4444 
-MAYER'S 
SM.OKE. SHOP 
Foot Of Aurora Street Hill 
!411 Smoker's ,Supplies 
Paperbound Books· . 
Magazines 
Newspapers 
MUSIC~BOX ,,-:----: "l -·· 
Numerous student recitals sing in the Nabenhauer Room at p.m. Wednesday (Mar, 2) in Ford 
are scheduled at the Ithaca 3 p.m·. She is a junior and pupil of Hall. They will play works from 
College School of Music curing '. 'Prof. Leslie Bennett. Trumpeter the 16th century to the present, 
the coming week (Feb. 21-27). James Smith and Keith Ziemba including "Instrumental Fantasia 
All, in Walter Ford Hall. are free will perform jointly in the No. 8" by di Lasso, excerpts from 
and open to the public. auditorium at 4 p.m. They are Bach's motet "Jesu meine . 
Music for. bassoon will be studying with Prof. Herbert Freude," a scene from Berlioz' 
offered at 7 p.m. Monday (Feb. Mueller. .opera "The Damnation of Faust" 
21) in the. Nabenhauer .Room by One recital will take place and the final chorus from Beet· 
Tim Emerson, a.sophomore and Sunday afternoon. Mezzo-so- hoven's oratorio "Mount of Oliv-
pupil of Prof. Edward Gobrecht. prano Linea Miskosky will give es". 
The program includes "Bassoon- her senior vocal recital, with A quartet comprised of 
cries" by Keyes, "Concerto in Linda Merrill as accompanist, at James Tanner, Mark Demartine, 
FMajor" by Vivaldi, "Declama- 2 p·.m. in the Nabenhauer Room. Richard Coffey and Joseph Ra-
tion and Tocrata" by Cohn and She is a student of Miss koski will perform two modern 
"Three Pieces" by Piston. Scharmel Schrock. works, "lntrada" by Serocki and 
Kappa Gamma Psi music fra- Music· students at Ithaca "Canzona" by Hartley, "De Pro-
tPrnity is sponsoring a concert of College will perform singly and fundis" by Yon and "Oneita" by 
original student compositions at in ensemble concerts during the ('hast'. 
8: 15 p.m. Monday in the auditor- final week (Feb. 28-Mar. 4) This year the trombone study 
ium. hdore the start of their spring progra~ is under the direction of 
The 1 p.m. Nabenhauer rece;,;,, The programs are free visiting instructor Allen Ostran-
Room Frida.v (Feh 25) recital will and public~ der. who. until his retirement in 
have as perfo_rmers Ellen Shap- the Ithaca College Symphonic 1975. was bass trombonist with 
iro. 1%zaheth ,Rosenberg and Band. under the baton of Henry:_ tlw New .York Philharmonic 
.Jam• Markham. flute; Pat Car- Neubert. will giv(' an informal 
mod~·. tuba; KPvin La Vine and_ "Pop;, Concprt" \\'edncsday • 
Stt•phPn Kimmons. horn. ThPy \Mar. 21 at 5:00 p.m. in Walter 
an• pupils of Prof~. ,Joyce Cata!- Ford llall. Ft'atured works will 
fano. .Jamps Linn and John includP the Overture to Rcrn-
('ovPrt. ~tPin ·., "Candide" and Williams' 
Quality Custom 
Framing 
' At 7 p.m. Friday in thl' "Fanl'arP and Allegro." The hand The frrame· Sho 
rP<"ital room. two music school will pla:v marches by Sousa and _ 
1u111ors will p<·rform jointly. T(•,idor and "Parade of tht• 
\\'pJJps Still. a pupil of P.rof. ( 'hcht•s." a humorous composi-
,Janw~ Odl·, will play trumpPt 1 ion by Livingston Gearhart. 
"onatas by Hartley and D. Tlw 17 instrumentalists in the ! 
(;ahril'li and "Andante• et SchPr- Ithaca Collt'gP Trombone Choir, ! 
zo" by HaraL Baritone hornist. dirPeted hy Allen Ostrander, will ! 
Donald CampdiPld. a pupil of pn•;,ent their concert at 8:15 
15 Years Experience 
414 W. Buffalo St. 
272-1350 
l'rof. .James Linn. will play his .---:111111=------------------=•mmlall-.,. 
()\\ 11 "lmprt•ssions for BaritonP " fl/!"1 l a T' rs 
Horn and Piano" (1971,), "Toee;1- ~ .i,.,-.,... • \mi, 
1a" hy Frescabaldi and "Conc(•rt (l A ~DEN. 
!'H•('(' No. 5" by Blazt>witch. The 
t \\ o join forces in two Canzoni h.v 
(;, (;ahrieli. 
Four rt'Cital;, will he giwn r ~·~~TiA"~ANTI{ 
;-;aturda:,· afternoon. At 1 p.m. L&\'8,~ ~~ )t~ ~ _ .J 
trombonist ric·hard Colfoy and 
elarinetist William Harris will 
play in the Nahl•nhauer Room. 
Thl' two seniors are present!~· 
Chinese -American Food 
114 W. State Street 
"tud,ving with Allen Ostrander'·-~-------------------------• 
and (;earhardt Koch, respectivt'· Al'------------------------111. I:,·. Paul Sm ad beck will present . 
hb junior recital of musi(' for '. 
marimba and pt•rcussion at 2 
p.m. in the auditorium. A pupil 
of l'rof. William Youhass. ht• will 
lw !ward in music hy Fissinger, 
;-;l'h\\ar(z, Musspr, Pl'nn. Dahl 
and ;,;tout. Margaret Frost ,1 ill· 
272-7171 
The Only 
Plant Book 
That Matches 
Plants and 
People 
• ; ,l.111:•,, 11.illr>•l(jC 
'I ,1 •Pf;)( 11 t~'J 
::11,, -11 : ,l,mh rn ov; 
J , .'. i11 •( "· C()(lS\1111()\ 
t iiirhj ttrl.! ~-~dl'-->lll(J 
I',;,"·" Pi.111h ;,till 
,·, ·, .. ,, :, 1 f1·1cl nut t1n'.V 
, 
1 
'Lll J ,i;trll<; I iilf: 
$4.95 THE PLANTATION 1~4 JfJU.< A c<>MMONS.Z73 7 211 
•ll'E' '1111 H~II\\ 
, ,u mm,\ 111. :, 
Orchestra. He is an Ithaca (Mar. ,1) in the Nabenhatwr 
College alumnus. Room of Walter Ford Hall. 
On Thursday, (Mar. 3) at 8:15 ·Taking part are A!Pxandra Llovd 
p.m .. the members of Phi Mu [)avid. Orcutt and Lauaiane ~ if>-
~lpha will give_ their annual tchcr. voice; Patrit'ia Husted ,111d 
spring recital. The performers •Gordon Largt•. trombone: and 
wil be the Ithaca College memh- ,Jania Kurland. flutt'. They ai e 
ers of the professional music pupils of Prof. Lrsli(' BennPt t, 
organization and their associ- ,\IIPn (btrander and ,Jo.n·t• t"at-
ates. The concert is scheduled in 
the music auditorium. 
Student soloists will appear in 
a recital of vocal and instrument-
al selections at l :00 p.m. Friday 
I I. 
-PLUS::::: 
SEAN qJNNERY 
~THUNDERBIILC 
. ITHACA 
413 W, STATE ST. 273-0SOS 
~~-
"HORSEFEATHERS" 
MOLSON ON TAP! 
$2.50 MOLSON 
', ,. , , : ,;, : ''p , , ,.:,·· ,",,, ~, ,' .:.,,· 11:.1_;,,' :···: :, 
----- • ,,, t ' 
ALL YOU CAN DRINK 
' • ' ,I'_ 
'FRIDAY NIGHT .g·pm.1J am· 
·TERRACE DINING HALIL 
Mus:f~:· by: "Main Squeeze" 
• '-I•'.. ' 
CANADIAN 
BEER 
The,ltbacan. Febr:u3cy, 24,·19,7,7 pag~ 8 
Hy DaniL•I .J. Hulbert 
non-league contest, they return-
The Bombers last two home ed home to host Hartwick, 
i•amt•s havp been nothing short ranked number Nine in the 
111 hreathtaking. Last Friday nation among Division II schools 
1 vening-, the Golden Knight~ of - with a 19-3 record. The Bombers 
< 'larkson stormed into the Ben turned in a performance that 
Light (;ymnasium thoughts of would make any coach proud. 
• hwartmg lthaca·s chances of Playing. a patient offense and a 
i.:-ainrng th!' Indepench•nt College tt:nacious defense, they kept the 
.\I hlt•ti<" Conference Champion- game close throughout. Only a 
..,hip. Th<·n .ifter the Bombers bad call and an errant pass stood 
, ,. re kno<"k!·d off the following ir. the way of a major upset. 
,·vcnim~ hy Ham1lton, in a It was a fired up Clarkson 
tf ~ )~ ~ 
e,u1t9 lltee 
AMERICAN & CHINESE REST AURA NT 
• COCKTAILS 
• ORDERS TO TAKE OUT 
124 CODDINGTON ROAD 
ITHACA. N. Y. 14850 
TEL. (607) 273-1234 
o'\l.111.flfh 1111 f \'ll'l '-U\hl HIC,111 II If'\ fl'\lflflllllll" 0 lfl'\_ICll\l1 
team that showed up in Ithaca 
one week ago. They had been 
harboring ideas of an upset ever 
since the Bombers defeated them 
on their home ground back on 
Feh. 4th. The Bombers barely 
escaped with a victory then, 
winning 67-65, and flirted with 
defeat several times in this 
meeting before eventually wear-
ing the Golden Knights down, 
84-82. Ithaca was sluggish in the 
early going, while Clarkson was 
hitting everything they shot. 
The Bombers found themselves 
down by ten before they could 
even call a time out. Outer-
bounded, outshot, and out hustl-
ed, they retreated to the locker 
room down by nine points asw 
the half ended. 
Coach Lehnus must of had 
some inspirational words during 
the intermission, because the 
Bombers were ready to play 
\1 hen the second session began. 
continued on page 9 
G_yninastics Loses 
.By Al Hairr 
What a meet! On Tuesday 
night. .January 25th. Brockport 
v.on over the Ithaca college 
Women's Gymnastics Team, 
107.50-107.10. The meet was 
close the whole way, but Brock-
port managed to pull ahead 
during halance beam competi-
tion. In vaulting competition, 
Ddihie Reich and Marny Forwalt 
tit•d for second place while Cindy 
Car'ion and Winkv Ward took 5th 
and fith respectiveiy. On the 
unPvl'n bars. Ward placed 2nd 
-and Pam Frey, Carson, and 
Rl'il·h came in 4.5. and Hth. On 
the balance beam. Eve Hombur, 
gt•r and Reich tied for Hth place .. 
,\dri1•nnP Corley took a 1st in 
floor exnciSl'S and Fornwalt. 
Rl'ich, Deenil· Lamhil', and Car-
,on took 3.4 .5. and H. 
On .January 29th in the Ben 
Light (;ymnasium, the Bombers 
took a win against Albany State, 
l lH.O;i-103.85. In vaulting, 
\\ arc!. Reich. Homburger and 
Forn ,1 alt placed. High scorers on 
tht• bars were Ward, ,Jean 
-McDl'rrnott. Carson, and Hom-
hurgN. ('orlP.v, Reich. Carson 
and Fornwalt took floor e'l'.ercisl' 
honor~. 
Competing against East Str.o-
udc,burg. thl' girls gave a good 
battl1• hut did not managl' to win 
\\'ard took a 1st on vaulting and 
bar'> and Corley placed second on 
floor and beam. Kent State also 
heat Ithaca. hut tht> Bombers put 
in their best performance all 
yt•ar. W\th a scon• of 121.45. 
In thl'ir last meet, Ithaca lost 
to Cornell at Barton Hall. 129.8-
115.H Rl'ich and Ward tied for 
:3rd in vaulting whill' Ward and 
l\kDt•rmott both placed on thl' 
bar.... CorlPy tied for 3rd on 
h.1·a111. 
The Bombers are now looking 
for\1 .,rd to th1•ir Stall• Mel't, 
\1 hieh will b(• on March 4th and 
:it h at Canisiu!-. ('olk·gP. Corll'~'. 
Fornwalt. llomhurgcr. RPieh. 
and \!\":mi hav(• also quaklifil'd 
lor th!· Ea!'itern Meet to he held 
al T0\1 son Stall' Colll·gl' in 
'.\-laryland Mareh JO-12th. Thl' 
Bombl'rs had a young tPam thi!-i 
.1·(·ar and man.,· seon·~ ,1 l'rt' 
improvl•d and man~· recorcis 
\1 l·n· !sl'L ThP~' ar1· already 
looking forward to tht•ir next 
"l'a'-On! 
Kei~lers Place Sec_ond 
COLLEGETOWN ITHACA OPEN7 DA vs· 
SUN-THURS 7AM•2AM FR. & $Al" 24 HOURS 
Anniversary Sale 
Friday Feb. 25 Noon to Mijdnight 
ENTIRE Stock Greatly Reduced 
$1.00 off all Tapes 
PINK FLOYD 
ANIMALS 
1111 lutlmq 
Pill'• 011 I ht• W111q 11',u I U11,• I 
Uoq-. P1q, I I hu•,• 0,11, 1 Pr11 Ou, ,J 
SJw,•l,J P1w,011TtwW111,1IP,u1 fw11l 
Jazz 
Classicall 
Rock 
Soul 
IFolk 
FLEETWOOD MAC 
Rumours 
11 .. lihh I'•, It•\ .•),•111 \ \,,, \ \ 1\ 
\ ,, , 1 .. , ii~•, , I "r, , .. , 
\
0 11\ 11• \\,:"'•":'...,_,,I" 
4.89 
ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA 
· A New World Reconl 
3.99 
ncr.: 
4.89 
ach to RockRecord E01uorilllll 
317 College Ave. , 272 2555 
: 'j I I • ~ ~ 
ThP Ithaca College Men's 
Hm1 ling Club recentl.v competed 
in thl' Eighteenth- Annual Utica 
Colll'g-l' Invitational. and made a 
n-r.v impressive showing. In the 
Douhll·s EvPnt. Rill Miller tPam-
l'd \•iith S.C.C. student for a first 
placl' finish. Miller bowled a 585 
"l'ri(",. In thirci place were Tom 
\\'obki and Marc Posner. 
In th(• Team EvPnt the Ithacans 
l'aptun•d ~ccond with series of 
7!18, 1035. anci 895 for a ·212. 
ThP highlight for 1.C. was Ron 
Lo" 1•n,;tpin who rolll•d a 62fi 
.l'ith games of 170,2;i8. and 208. 
NiagTa Communit.v College cam(• 
in fir~t with a 27HI total. 
( 'ortlanci wa~· thirci at 2699. 
In the all events eategory Ron 
Lov.en~tein took the first prize. 
This Saturcla~·. February 2H. is 
th(• Ithaca Colll•gp Invitational. 
T!•am!-. from Corndl. Cortlanci. 
Binghamton. Hrockport. S?ra-
<"ll"(' and RIT will visit the Hill 
( 't·nt Pr Lane!-. for thl· 12:00 start. 
·1 h1· mateh is ..,,x ganws and 
"Jl('t'lator!-. an• \\'l•lcom1•. 
the frame work, 
· 108 W. Green St. 
• creative custom framing 
• dry mounting • plexiglass frames 
• laminating • prints and graphics 
1' ues. -Sat. 10-5 273-1080 
10 PERCENT DISCOUNT WITH I.D. 
·WAAT ARE YOU 
DOING NEXT YEAR 
?? 
WANT TO FIND OUT ABOUT 
GRADUATE STUDY AT 
BINGHAMTON STATE UNIVERSITY 
OF NEW YORK? 
A REPRESENTATIVE FROM 'SUNY 
BINGHAMTON WILL--BE IN._ 
GANNETT CENTER FROM 10:00 TO 
2·:00 ON TUESDAY MARCH I:. 
,~, ( T 
' . 
TO DISCUSS APPLIED MASTfRS 
PROGRAMS AND· MASTERS 
AND DOCTORAL . PROGRAMS 
FOR FALL 1977. 
,:.. : :: \ · ... 
•) 
., .. ·,.,. 
o o o Ca~er§ Trivia Quiz 
.... ~ 
. ,, 
~ • I :, ' 
i ;, 
' .. 
continued from page 8 
Led by the shooting and aggres-
sive defense of Dave Pitzer and 
Joe Casey, they staged a drama-
tic comeback._ they rallied to tie 
the score_ midway through the 
half. For the remainder of 
regbulation the· two teams trad-
ed baskets with the final one 
going to Pitzer as the buzzer 
. went off ending the second half. 
Casey fouled out midway -. 
through the first over time with 
13 points. Ken.Gardner replaced 
him, and did a fine job on the 
boards and defcilseivly, in addi-
tion to scoring eight points. The 
Bombers found themselves down 
at the beginning of each over-
time, coming back with crucial 
buckets in the end. Pitzer hit 
clutch shots twice, while Cuddy 
and Potolsky netted the decisive 
ones. Potolsky hit the game 
winner with one tick left on the 
clock in the fourth overtime from 
the top of the key. Pitzer paced 
the way with 15 points, followed 
by Casey's 13, while Duell, 
Potolsky, and Cuddy drilled 10 
apiece. 
Last night the Blue and Gold 
put together the best second half 
of the season as they rallied from 
a seven point half-time deficit to 
pull out a 73-72 victory over RIT. 
The win boosted the Bombers 
record to 10-2 in the ICAC and 
secured at least a tie with St 
Lawrence. St Lawrence is 9-2 in 
the conference and play RPI 
Friday night in Canton. If the 
Saints win, they'll be 10-2 and 
the flip of a coin will decide the 
home court advantage for the 
Ithaca-StLawrence first place 
<ihowdown. The winner of ICAC 
get!> an automatic NCAA Divi-
'iion III playoff bid. The 
Bombers were lC'd by Joe Casey 
who had :12 points, and played 
super hall at hoth ends of the 
eourt. ,Jim Duell chipped in 18 
for thl' victors while Stan Purcil' 
IPd RIT with 23 in a losing effort. 
Pu<eksteirs Downced 
ByOswel{o 
Thl' Ithaca Collc>ge Ice Hoc-
"l',I' Club for Women travelled to 
( )-,\1 t>go thi!, past weekend and 
lo...i an extremely physical game 
to t hPir opponents 8-1. 
Thl· Lad.v Ithacan~ got off to an 
um•as_\' start in the first period 
,, it h (hwl'go capitalizing by 
-,l·oring- 5 goals. Ithaca came 
h:1,k l·aril· in 1 hl· second period 
11 hl'n (;inny Crawford scored 
I.(·.·., onl_l' goal assi!>tl•rl h,v 
Nann Kimmerl_\·. Thl' rest of 
th<· ,(•cond period was a very 
tough dl'fl·nsiv(• contest. The 
third pPriod was also character-
i,l'd hv an intpnse defensive 
,truggled. hut Oswego managed 
to slip thl' puck into thl· LC. net 
thn•t· mon• time!, to make the 
final ~core 8-1. Ithaca's goalie, 
Lori Mike, pla_vl'd a gn•at game 
and had 51 saVl'S for I.('. 
· Th;, Romhc,·s pla,v thPir final 2 
g-ame, of the !,Pason this week-
PtHI. Frida_\' ni,1;ht. Ithaca will 
ho,t ()o;;wego at 7:30, an<i Clark-
,on Universit.v will he here 
:-:aturda.v night at 5 p.m. Both 
1;allll'" will tw hen• Saturday 
at L.vnah Rink on tht.: Cornell 
( ·ampu~. Frt·l· to the LC.·· 
l'Ommunity with an LC. ID and 
$1 to an,vone plsl'. 
GRAND OPENING 
FALSO MUSIC 
i08 W a State· Street (Next To Fantasy Fair) 
21/1114863 
1700 TRUMANSBURG ROAD 
(JUST BEFORE THE SPOT ) 
277-4570 
8 CYLINDER TUNE UP 31.95 
6 CYLINDER TUNE UP 27.95 
4 CYLINDER TUNE UP 23.95· 
TUNE UP INCLUDES SPARK PLUGS 
POINTS · _CONDENSOR AND 
GENERAL. CHECK UP OF ALL MAJOR 
COMPONENTS 
;·:; QUALITY WORK DONE_ BY COLLEGE 
ft_ , .. ,.8N.O_:PR .. _,Ff~S~IO.t:V\~.M~CHA~\G~S.,, '* 
r:1:1~.;.. A: .......... . 
:ut,-· 
oy George Goodman ·o2um W!f -sum ·w,aqnM lAOH :uaAas .JaA\SDV O('llJJna !A'CJ\:>W uqor -s1uum 
Question One: A week ago, the }f.lOJ. MaN iq1adspnlJ AWWO.L 
Buffalo Sabres defeated the New -suon 1,o.11aa :.1no.i .1aMsov 
York Rangers 2-1 to end the ·u1nqs uoa 
season series at 4-0. When was ·sup1uar uosn2.1ad -suiqdroa !Wt?!W :noN l{anq3 -s.1a 
the last time the Rangers beat JOJ S!J.IUH :>!J\ ql!M . papu.11 ·F ,1s q2.1nqsn1d :uappcw uqor 
their upstate rivals? SUM :ipOJPUW :aa.nu, JaA\suv -s.1apJUH puuf~'l?O :1uc.1!) pn8 
al'ClS uapJOf) :OM..L JaA\BUV -S2UJ:lJ.!J\ 'ClOSaUUJW 'A.IpU'l?'J WOJ, 
Question Two: Robert (Bubbles) "vl6I • LZ ·aaa :auo .JaM.SU\f -sioqM03 sunua :aA!.i .JaA\SUV 
Hawkins has become a vital ===========.:==;==========:;; 
player for the N. Y. Nets. Earlier • .a,. &.,f 
this year, he was cut from ~lf!1. , ,(l'p, f!'.d ~ 
another NBA team. Name this -~ fWI 
team. At.,~ ~ 
'®' f ,. . . , ""'.,gi Question Three: Last week, the 
San Francisco Giants traded 
Bobby Murer, Steve Ontiveros 
and Andy Muhlstock to the 
Chicago Cubs for Bill Medlock 
and Rob Speinzug. What players 
were involved with Madlock 
when he was traded to the 
Cubs(Hint: he was traded from 
Texas). 
Question Four: There are three 
NFL coaches who were hired last 
year as interim coaches that have 
been hired as head coaches for 
the upcoming season. Name 
them. 
Question Five: Of the 26 teams in 
the NFL since 1970, only five 
have retained the same head 
coach. Name them. 
Question Six: Rick Massengale 
won the Bob Hope Desert Golf 
Classic and last weekend with a 
record breaking 23 under par. 
Who's.record did he break?(Hint: 
The record was set in1960) 
11159Dryden Rd. 
A f l\'f II. IINl I Tr RIOE I'- '11\.'0R I H 
'-,( ),\\[ r HIM, f \ r RA 
ANNOUNCING 
Our New Dinner Specials! 
THURSDAYS SEAFOOD NIGHT 
Fresh Pan Broiled Haddock 
Fresh Broiled Scalloos 
Steamed Alaskan King Crab 
Sundavs 
Too Sirloin Steaks 
this week's entertainment 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
DANA SIMMONS 
3.75 
5.25 
6.50 
3.65 
Everythint?; from hlue~rass to blues Question Seven: What pitcher 
has the most wins ever in ' hearty seasonal hot drinks 
relief?(Hints: He pitched from generOUS sandwiches, Snacks 
1952 to 1972; He has just become 
the Syracuse Chiefs (Yankee gin&toniCS, bloody marys always .75,! 
farm club) pitching coach) I::=====================~ 
~-/1,e ldri1erbrl~ 
f (Ofid/4; w1/Jc7tu1CL'S /l;e Oj?fl!tlfCU?Ce o{. 
/1!lichae/ Ru.bell oil friiay Md SJ!arri~t/ 1!fh!s. 
M1c1Jae/ ,1:S 01/ accotrp/J~/2~ tJi!i(! r1s/ ~/Jc/ vcca/!sl. 
flt 17:iS p/alj31 -!/Je /etlt:( 1 f7 //a;;- a/Jd IS Ctirrt71'J/-/y 
tlfftl2i-;1_a //1 /l;e, m11S1ca/ ''Catar~/.'1 
(;)Iv le. e11.f 1111?1 //J1c/2ot?!s mas;c, f/tJa CtUJ 0lfaf 
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Outstandinl,?; Women 
By Rebecca Davidson 
Sw,an Parr of the English 
ricpartm<'nt and Anne Rodda, a 
(;erman professor have recently 
hPen naml'd to the tenth edition 
of Who's Who among American 
Women. According to a letter 
n~rl'ived hy Ms. Rodda and Ms. 
! 'arr from Who's Who among 
\merican Women, "an individual 
1-. list<-d lll'cause her long-stand-
,n~ or nwritorious career a-
,·h11:vPnwnt or rcsponsihle pos1-
. u111 havt· made her the suhjc<'t of 
1·onsicll·rahlf' refercn<'P interest." 
Hoth \\ onwn had to fill out many 
· 1u(•-.tionain·-; <·oncerninJ!; their 
,·art·t·r ,1"h11·vpm1•nt~. profl•s'>ion-
organiz.1t1ons. community in 
volvement, honors and awards. 
This book not only recognizes 
academic accomplishments but is 
also used as reference material. 
It contains biographical sketches 
ahout women outstanding in 
their field. The book is used by 
institutions as well as private 
libraries. ~ 
Anne Rodda, completed her 
undergraduate studies at Dou-
glass College, received her M.A. 
from the University of Kansas, 
aml obtainPd an A.R.D. from 
Harvard. She graduated with 
high honors, including an A 
averal!e and t.,e completion of a 
continued on page 11 
OVER 2,000 NEW q VSEO SECONDS A'VAI\ . .ABLE 
/IT 25 % ,0f0% ,60/4 f180% OFF 
OVER 1,000 5L£EPING BAE. StCONl)S IN STOCK 
t\""O"' ~ 8.75' 5 ~ MO!\€ , SAVE IO% 
E '-DD4lle l<a ~ Caf!\ptn9 Cen¼er-
f,2S CONKLIN ROAD BINGHAMTON N. Y. 
' '1l3- 4-1 '1'1 
By Tracy Schroth 
You may have been up in the 
game room one day and seen a 
thin, almost frail looking figure 
leaning over the pool table as a 
small audience watched intently. 
Maybe your reaction was that of 
surprise or amazement. Well, 
this girl isn't just another pretty 
face. Mona Bernstein's her name 
and pool's her game. Mona has 
placed first in the regional meet 
of the American College and 
Universities International Pock-
et Billiards Tounament for three 
consecutive years. She is now 
preparing for the National tour-
nament in March. 
"I really enjoy it" says the 20 
year old senior art major at l.C. 
Mona has been playing pool for 
only three years. According to 
Mona she's very surprised at 
how well shP"s heen doing. When 
Mona won her first tournament, 
"I was really surpri<;ed. I was 
hPtter than everyone there and 
I'd only hecn playing one year," 
said Mona. Since Mona's first 
tournamPnt three years ago. she 
hasn't lost one. (There i~ one 
school tournament and one re-
gional tournament 'each year). 
The region Mona competes in, 
one of fifteen • regions in the 
nation, consists of all of New 
York State and parts of the 
Northeast. 
Mona·~ skill, however, docs 
not come naturally. In prepara-
tion for a tournament, she will 
practice approximately four or 
fivp hours a day. Through 
playing pool Mona has met many 
people. Because she's a girl, 
Mona finds she receives a great 
deal of attention. "People do a 
double take'· said Mona. 
Mona first became interest-
Thursday MANZANITA 9-1 PM 
No C1>ver 
Friday Happy Hour 3-7 PM 
Fri-Sat MOTHER FREEDOM 
Disco 1-3 AM 9-1pm 
NITE COURT 
215 N.AURORA 272-3222 
The Bureau of. Concerts 
. " 
& 
The Senior Class 
PRESENT 
•• 'O .. - ' 
Photo by Chuck Riter 
ed in playing pool through a 
friend; a four-time school tourn-
ament winner, Jeff Shapiro, who 
graduated three years ago. "I 
told him I wanted to learn and he 
said the first thing I had to do 
was buy mysel{ a cue stick, so I 
did and he began teaching me." 
Since then Mona has been 
playing and practicing faithfully. 
Anothl'r friend who has 
helpPd her a great deal is Stan 
Tom, a graduate student at 
Cornell. Mona stated that he will 
he training her for the nationals. 
"Ile doesn't charge me anything, 
he feels its a rewarding experi-
t•ncc." Mona\ success in thP 
nationals i~ still uncertain to her. 
"I havp no idPa· how I'm gonna 
do .. .I plan to get a lot better by 
thl'n." 
:.\ 
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HUs_tler Defended 
., 
To the Editor: 
I am writing in response to 
both the Ithacan [Comment 
(Feb.IO) and a response to it, 
entitled Women---Just Sexual 
Commodities? (Feb. 17). 
The Comment dealt with 
some of the moral and legal 
implications of the imprisonment 
of Hustler Editor/Publisher, -
Larry Flynt. For those of you 
who have not followed this legal 
episode, Mr. Flynt was arrested, 
tried, and found guilty of pander-
ing obscenity and engaging in 
organized crime. 
'Hustler Hassled' implies 
that the people of Ohio (where 
the trial took place) have forgot-
ten the rights of freedom of 
speech and press. Actually, the 
' people have not overstepped 
their legal boundries. In fact, 
they have every "legal'' right to 
arrest Mr.Flynt, as well as 
everyone who possesses any 
"material which deals with sex in 
a manner appealing to prurient 
interest." As for the organized 
crime charge, all this mean~ is 
that over five people were 
engaged in the crime. Can you 
imagine trying to run a national 
magazine with only four people? 
The Supreme Court of the 
United States is the one who has 
forgotten about our first A-
mendment rights. On June 24, 
1974, the Supreme Court major-
ity (5-4) stated: "As with 
pictures, films, paintings, draw-
ings and engravings, both oral 
utterance and the printed word 
have First Amendment protec-
tion until they collide with the 
long-settled position of this -
Court that obscenity is not 
protected 'jjy the Constitution! 
This is particularly interest-
ing, considering that in 1967 the 
Court admitted that there is no 
single definition of obscenity. In 
1973, the Court majority, speak-
ing through Chief Justice Burger 
wrote that the U.S. is too big and 
too diverse in opinions for a 
national formulation on obscenity 
to work: They left it up to states 
and/or communities to decide 
and act on what they feel is 
obscene. 
Therefore, the people of Ohio 
were acting under power vested 
in them, even if they were going 
against the,First Amen_dment. 
As for the rest 01 the article, 
I agree that people have the 
right to print, sell, see or say 
whatever they want, so long as 
they don't force people to read, 
buy or see it. 
The Supreme Court has given 
the states basic guidelines to 
determine obscenity: (a) whether 
the person, applying contempor-
ary community standards, would 
find that the work taken as a 
whole, appeals to the prurient 
interest (what is the average 
person, and who can judge what 
contemporary community stand-
ards are?) (b) whether the work 
depicts or describes, in a patent-
ly offensive way, sexual conduct 
specifidly defined by the applica-
ble state law (patently offensive' 
to whom?) and (c) whether the 
· work taken as a whold, lacks 
serious literary, artistic, political 
or scientific value (what doesn't 
fit in at least one of these 
catagories). 
As for last week's letter, to 
the editor, "Women---Just Sexu-
al Commodities, I wonder uf uts 
author is concerned about free-
dom of speech and obscenity,.or 
just bitching at the male chavin-
ist pigs! 
What do the phrases; 'male 
dominated power structure', -
'The problem here is that Hustler 
is a sexist magazine, however 
this is not unusual given the 
context of a sexist society, which 
both these men (Robert Taub 
and Mike Sauber, the writers of 
the 'Hustler Hassled' article) 
take as given' and 'male domin-
ated capitalist economy' have to 
do'with anything. 
the issues here are abscenity and 
freedom of press, not the struc-
ture of our society. As for 
sexism, what ·do you rail Play-
girl? I call it an attempt to 
capitalize on a m'ental association 
to one of the best literary 
magazines around. The explori-
tation of women in magazines 
like Hustler is done with their 
consent, and is a comodity 
demanded by the public. Nobody 
can or should legislate morality 
to consenting adults. 
In theory (even if not in 
practice) all power is inherent in 
the people. The number 10 
selling magazine in this country 
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seventy-page thesis paper in ison and t R k C 
German. In her junior year at S a p oc . oudntyh. 
Douglass, she was awarded a B usan arr receive er 
G S h I h
. d .A. from Wellesley College her 
erman c o ars 1p an spent M A f h . ' 
th t d · · M · h · · rom t e University of 
e year s u ymg m umc . Ch. ca d h Ph O f She taught at Harvard for four 1. go'. an e~ · · rom the 
M hi b . ~ r· Umvcrs1ty of W1sconson at Mad-years, u en erg 1or 1ve - Be "d b · · 
th U · ·t f K si es emg an Enghsh profes-years, e mvers1 y o ansas t 1 for one year, and has spent her sor a .C. ms. Parr was .also 
I t t t Ith Coll 
elected to a three year term as 
as en years a aca ege. Ch · · 
market. She co-authored the 
Modern Language Association's 
booklet on the job market and 
this past summer presented a 
paper at Princeton. Ms. Parr 
was also elected vice-president of 
the AAUP (American Associa-
tion of University Professors). 
As far as her plans for the ·future. 
M R dd • r· t - bl" t· .11 airperson of the Enghsh de-s. o as 1rs pu 1ca 10n w1 S 
b t · th t f k partment. he has served on the e ou m e nex ew wee s. M d · · 
Ms. Parr is happy at J.C. and 
plans to stay hen'. 
Sh t h t · o ern Language Assoc1at10n 
e wro e a c ap er 1~ ~n and was appointed b th 
anthology called "Translation m E t· B d t y he 
the German Art Song." xe_cu ive oar. o serve on t e 
Coniratulations to 
Ms. Rodda and 
advisory committee on the job Ms. Parr 
is Hustler, with Penthouse and r-~~~------------~=:..~~~ .. :msirn 
Playboy numbers 5 and 6 res- ARNOLD PRINTING 
pectivly as for these publications 
corrupting the moral fiber of our CORPORATION" 
country and causing mass rape 
and "gang bangs," just the FOR ALL YOUR 
opposite is true. Studies on · 
exposure to this material has : PRINTING NEEDS 
shown that it does not cause 
antisocial behavior, and may help LETTERPRESS"& OFFSET 
to divert potential rapists 1rron ( 607) 272• 7800 .. 416 E. Sta"'e ~". 
the Commissions Report on I,\ .;pu, 
Obscenity and Pornography), aa.haca N w Ill, • lJ • 
submit thi~ ,held true. Denmark 
repealed censorship laws, and 
rape was decreased. 
Having work published is 
difficult for anybody. When 
walking through bookstores I 
have not noticed a lack of books 
by women or on controversial or 
anti-capitalist topics as Zerilli 
indicated there would be. 
We are living in a male-dom-
inated society, but it is changing. 
Finest 
Prime Rib 
Evero 
every Friday and Saturday 
Queen Sizr $5.95 
King Size $7.95 
Thr Ace $9. 95 
I don't feel sitting around 
bitching it will do much good. 
We should get involved with 
issues that effect us, such as the 
freedom of speech and press. 
Maybe I'm a fool, or maybe I'm a 
dreamer, but I still believe that 
can change the world. 
Sincerely yours, 
Bruce Morosohk 
Undecided 80 
Dinner includes unlimited Salad Bar (over 18 items to 
choose from) and hot vegetables. Middle Eastern rice 
or potatoes. 
The Golden Garter 
~. 1636 E. Shore D,;ve Foe Resecvations 273-2566 ii:~c.,____& __ ____u 
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It's Rlef,fal ln This Country 
By Bruce Safford 
It's ~llcgal in this eountry 
,1 hen your just coming up. still 
young you understand, and l he 
lude :vou hl·Pn rnmin up with. all 
,,fa sude11·n ~tart, in on digging a 
, hit·k. ,p1•nding his time now 
"ith ;1 girl. man. and this has 
li<·1·n t lw THE major dude, man. 
,l't' th,11.'.' ,;\ll(i :vou realize in your 
-ort of l'arl_v _vPars way that 
you've loved a cat, loved a cat. 
And there arc faint stirrings 
of intellectualism. Dualisms in 
nature. 
Your emotion is illegal. It is not 
within the hounds of rea<;on. The 
cutoff point has heen established. 
and you arc a step heyond it. and 
WINTER / 
DECEMBER 22 ;__ --
'" 
We'd Like to Know 
What You Think of 
Our Winter Menu. 
T urback's is one of only 
two restaurants in the 
country with seasonally 
MARCH 21 
changing menus ... featuring foods most appro--
priate to summer, fall winter and spring. After 
you've tried our interesting dinners write and 
tell us how we did. 
Some dishe!. on the Wanter Menu includt' Wine-Poached SHRIMP 
COCKTAIL with Sauu! Remoulade, Chicken Liver PATE in a 
Whole Winter Pear, BLACK BEAN WINTER SOUP with Amon-
tillado Sherry, California CHICORY SALAD with Peanut Butter 
Dressing, FILET MIGNON wr.-ipped in BdC!m, Bobwhite QUAILS 
under .-i blanket of Crapt ;, Penobswt Bay SCALLOPS IN 
HALF SHELLS, C.-iuliflower and Cruyere Cheese QUICHE 
We bake our own BREADS and grind our own specially blended 
ilJJ.2UAC1<~, 
Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. Ring 272-6484 
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rLausing 
, guility. 
Your hands are dirty. 
A lamborghini is illegal in this 
country, a Countach. An auto: 
mobile, the one considered the 
State of the Art, the ultimate in 
design incorporating innovations 
derived from Formula One com-
petition the pinnacle of racing 
philosophy. capahility exceeding 
the wildest imagining of Detroit, 
it's illegal in this country. 
Got to get up for the 
rlownstroke, are you out there, 
Chocolate City'! Can you dig it? 
W c didn't get oue forty acres 
and a mule, hut we got you, 
Chocolate City. 
It's illegal in this country to 
write too at the top of the second 
page. 
It's a convention. 
They don't understand me, 
I'm illegal in this country. 
- You can't fish from the start of 
the inlet to Woolworths. It's 
illegal in this country dammit. 
You can't catch a god-damn it. 
Trout. 
- . 
HICKEY'S 
201 S. Tioga St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
272-8262 
THE 
, Music Store 
Diseount Liquor 
The newest "Spirit and Wine Shop·· in the area cordially 
welc_omes you to stop in and browse--you·re certain to be 
impressed by the lJrge selection. 
WHY SHOP HERE? - - The lowest prices allowed by law 
10% Discount on all wine [by the case, full or mixed] 
PERSONAL SERVICE - - Special Requests Honor~!!! 
CONVENIENCE AND COMFORT - 2 entrances [from the 
Mall or the Parking Lot] to our spacious store. 
r~ ~ ~ 
~ G·:~ 
..... , .... 
. LANSING 
DISCOUNT liOUOR 
Pyramid Mall 
"Spirit and Wine Shop" 
M~n.-Sat. 9:30-10 
·257-5675 
JEFF ·sTREESEM-AN, the own,~r 
Adams Apple Distibruting 
cleared fifty million dollars last 
year through the sale of cigarette 
papers. There is some· doubt as 
to the products actual use, 
however. 
Kerouac says, "I'm thirty-four, 
regular looking, hut in my jeans 
and eerie outfits people are 
scared to look at me because I 
really look like an escaped 
mental patient with enough 
physical strength and innate dog 
sense to manage outside the 
institution to feed myself and go 
from place to place in a world 
growing gradually narrower in 
its views about eccentricity 
every day. 
From Kerouac"s Biography, 
Ann Charters talkin: Kerauac 
was sure it (acid) had been 
introduced into America by the 
Russians as part of a plot to 
weaken the country. 
Kerouac mistrusted Neal Cas-
sidy in his later years, consider-
ing him unstable. mixed up with 
drugs and drugtakers to a 
debilitating degree. 
Let Us Now Praise Famous 
Men, after suffering repeated 
rejections from publishers for 
t.wo vears after it was written, 
solo six hundred copies in 1941m 
the year it was finally pu.blished. 
Sales declined to fifty copies a 
year. Some of the vol!abulary it 
utilized was illegal in Massachu-
setts. 
In a closed society where 
everyone is guility the only the 
only crime is stupidity the only 
sin getting caught. 
Written communication, as 
we all know is an imperfect 
communcation system. True ... 
communication cannot be achiev-
ed thru ummmm. ahh, a syssst-
em of ~f of patterned symbolism 
rendered in ink on paper. 0, 
what to do. Isn't that' what we 
where talking about. 
What did he say'! I don"t 
understand. Oh. 
Let me tell you, and this is 
what I think (truly, Jake'!) 
Well, hell, what's the differ-
ence anyway. 
Rut my hook. 
Of course. it is illegal in this 
country. 
ooAccountin~ Club 
continued from page 2 
man respectively, and Camille on relevant topics. Tuesday 
Bianchi serves as secretary- night for example, they held a 
treasurer of Ithaca College's tax seminar for all 1.c: students 
fastest growing club. Already who needed help in filling out the 
there ·are about fifty students I.RS. form. And it will aid any 
actively involved and as the club Ithaca College group whorequires 
expands, so will the number of assistance. 
benefits it will provide students. The club offers academic assis-
It is presently being expanded to tance every Monday and Wed-
include students who can offer nesday night from 7 p.m. on, in 
tutorial help in other business rooms 107 and 108 of the library's 
subjects such as marketing, new first floor. It will also 
economics and finance. provide special tutoring at other 
It will provide articulate times for students who have 
speakers a.nd conduct seminars problems. 
FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT 
·the iron shop 
, the commons 272.5: 
The Office Of Campus Activities 
Presents a Film Series 
Every 1Friday And Sa,turday Night 
At 7 & 9:30 P.M. Iln ·T-102 
ABSOLUT.EL Y FREE 
This ·Friday and Saturday 
- FEBRUARY 25 & 26 
''TEN DAYS 
-- .W.OND.ER'' 
STARRING-Orson :Welles 
KEGOLOGY = The Lost Art Of BeEef Pruiyib~ 
By George Meredith 
Lately, Ithaca College has been plagued with a 
nasty little disease called poorpartyingitis. Its 
symptoms are mismanaged kegs, lack of caps and 
the absense of the opposite sex. The disease is 
imminent when everyone disappears as soon as the 
beer does. The organizers of such gala affairs 
retire frustrated and usually take out their 
agressions on some unsuspecting bong. Such 
things need'nt happen. There is an antidote for this 
most dreaded of week-end afflictions. It involves a 
careful mixture of forethought and planning. 
TheBREWHA 
Obviously if o~e wishes to throw a keg party, 
the first thing that one should obtain is a keg. 
Enter forethought. Kegs of beer come in 
half-barrels and quarter-barrels. A half-barrel 
contains fifteen and a half gallons. A. quarter, 
seven and three guarters. A quarter-barrel can be 
carried relatively easy by one or two people and 
will last a party of 7-15 about three hours of 
moderate consumption. A half-barrel is heavy and 
will last a party of 10-30 about three hours o( social 
drinking. These figures will rarely hold true. A 
group of athletically-inclined might polish off a half 
in thirty minutes, while a wuss convention will take 
all night todent a quarter. Regardless, the smart 
organizer will always have an ace, or in this case, a 
keg, in the hole. Too much beer is not really a 
problem. Ithaca is infamous for its late night party 
seekers. Someone will always drink it. However, 
not havjng enough alcoholic refreshment can be a 
dangerous predicment. Especially if you have just 
finished collecting mon~y for it. In this case, most. 
organizers promise to return with more beer. If 
they do indeed return, it is usually with an armful 
of Black Label six-packs from Great American. 
Ju8t what you always wanted! If you live on 
campus the best thing YQU can do is order from the 
Pub. If you anticipate a crowd, order a quarter-keg 
extra, just in case. The Pub has the cheapest 
prices in Ithaca and offers to beat any better price 
you can 'find. Their only stipulation is that you 
order 24 hours in advance and that's not too much 
to ask considering the proximity and savings. If 
you live downtown, Discount Beverage, next to 
Purity Ice Cream on Rt. 13, offers good deals. 
Party Mart, opposite WESTONS ON /1'3, ALSO 
HAS FAIR PRICES AND A GOOD SELECTION. 
All of these places, Pub included, will ask for a 
deposit on the keg and the tap. So, do what 
everyone else does. Write a check! Don't worry 
they never cash them. When you bring back their 
tap and keg, you get back your check, rubber or 
otherwise. BUT, remember, whoever has their 
name on that check is solely responsible for the tap 
and keg. The very second that a keg under your 
name runs dry, get that tap out and hide it and the 
empty keg in someone's rOQm. There are evil 
people in this world who would like nothing better 
than to have a souvenir keg seat or a curio tap at 
you expense. Now, while you're getting the beer 
pick up some cvps. It's worth the dollar-fifty for a 
stack of cups not to have your favorite beer mug 
smashed or stolen. Get the nameless plastic cups.' 
The paper cups are great for laughs, but only 
successful if they've got riddles or Guiness Records 
on them. 
Plastic cups with name brands on them can 
endanger your image, especially if you've bought 
e'xpen~ive beer. People drinking Molson beer out 
of cups labeled Genesee will assume that the beer 
out of cups labeled Genesee will assume that the 
beer is indeed Genesee. The eight dollars extra . 
that you paid for quality beer will go right down the 
drain. If you're having quality beer, flaunt it! Let · 
people know they're getting premium brew. If 
you've gone quantity and bought the cheapest, shut 
up!· Let people dream on! It has been said that at a 
fair-sized beer party 'that people don't know and 
. don't care what brand they're drinking. I have 
found that to be true. At ·a large affair, get the 
most for the least! However at a smaller gathering 
and especially among friends, it is worth the extra 
skeets to get a tasty beer. Kegs of Canadian beer 
. are- generally regarded as the best. Here in Ithaca, 
we are close enough to get a good selection of 
Canadian beers and ales. in kegs. Molson, Old 
Vienna and Labatts are excellent such beers. 
Molson, Labatts and O'Keefe are among the finest 
ale's. Just try getting one of those babies in your· 
home town. Your local distributor would ~ve his 
favorite tap to get a hold of them. If you think 
Canadian beer doesn't taste any different then 
.American brands, you better think again! Quanti~y 
beer isn't bad. It just becomes necessary to ·drinki 
large amounts to numb the tastebuds. -
·what's the Name of the G&Jne? 
: Now you've bought the keg.and ha~e a reserve 
on· hold at the Pub. You have a.good-sized stack of 
,r.u~s. and now · you're ready. · I hope you 
remembered to make signs, or tell all the 
good-looking opposite-sex members that you know 
to come. Those are A-1 priorities in the· party 
business. Sure, if you've got a keg, you'll attract a 
lot of people. "Some guy at the Pub told me there 
was supposed to be a party here." But, are they 
coming for a party, or for free beer. Therein lies 
the crux of the biscuit. Who defines what is 
partying and what is freeloading? You do! If you're 
going to put the keg in your lobby and then retreat 
to your room with a pitcher, then you deserve to 
have strangers drink it dry. The party is what you 
make it. If your idea of a nartv is having people 
' 
lined against the wall, tapping their fingers to the 
music in someone's rQom down the hall, then more 
power to you. Please don't invite me! Give your 
guests something to do. Beer games is one answer. 
If you don't know how to play Thumper, Whales 
Tales, Category, Buzz or Cardinal Puff, ask 
around. They ~i-e as classic as Bogart movies and 
although they may look stupid to the outsider. t~ey 
are damn fun. Jam sessions. chugging contests, 
card games, anything is better that just sitting 
there staring at the people across from :,·ou. 
Lighting has a lot to do with the party atmosphere. 
Turn those nasty neons off and borrow someone's 
blacklight or colored spot. You'd be surprised what 
a 50 cent red bulb could do for your sex lifP. Let the 
appearance reflect the party's crowd. Ust· posters, 
tapestries or whatever decoration suits your and 
your guests tastes. Abo\·e all else. remember your 
are throwing a party. not a beer sit-in. Re a host. 
not an alchoholic ghost! 
Ah,yesss ••• 
From Ralph Bakshi, 
master of animation, comes an 
epic fantasy in wondrous color. 
A vision of the world, 10 million years 
in the future, where Wizards rule the 
earth. And the powers of magic prevail 
over the forces of technology in the 
final battle for world supremacy. 
20TH CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS 
A RALPH BAKSHI FILM WI . 
W{itten, Produced and Directed by RALPH BAKSHI 
Music Composed and Conducted by ANDREW BELLING 
lig).~~~~I 
. ·,STARTING 
... MARCH 9th 
Produced ~y Bakshi Productions, Inc. 
~..,.-~..,C,...o,;;loiiirlllib De Luxe• ___ ,,,, ~ 
ITHACA c:>1977 Twentieth Century-Fox LtlBi'l,L 
24 HOUR 
MOYIE·PHOl'E 
257·2700 
STARTING 
MARCH 9th ... _________ _ 
: . ~ 
,. 
Bulletin 
Board 
..... : ,1 '' :,••,/'-:•II 
On Thursday, February 24, 1977 at 8:15 the Film 
Series sponsored by Afro-Latin Society of Ithaca 
College will present a lecture and film presentation 
entitled "A Time Capsule History of Jazz." The 
presen-tation will be given in the Textor Lecture 
llall on the Ithaca College campus. (room 1#102) Mr. 
David Chertok of New York City will be the 
lecturer. Mr. Chertok is· the owner of over 100 
hours of performances of early and contemporary 
jazz artists on film. This is one of the exclusive 
collections of its kind in the entire world. Such jazz 
musicians to be viewed will be Ella Fitzgerald, Fats 
Waller, Count Basie, Lester Young, Duke 
Ellington and others. 
The Business Office has just mailed advance 
rlPposit notices to all students planning to return to 
I.C. for Fall 77 Semester. If you intend to return 
your deposit must be in by March 15, 1977 in order 
to pre-register. Should you not receive a notice by 
February 25. 1977, please contact the Business 
Office at once. 
The Politics Department of Ithaca College would 
like to invite all interested people to the second 
lecture in the Marxist-Feminist Spring Series. We 
are announcing this lecture previous to spring 
vacation, so you can know in advance that the 
lecture is the week you return. Professor Nancy 
Hartsock of the Political Science Department at 
Johns Hopkins University will speak on "Feminist 
Theory and the Development of Revolutionary 
Strategy" on March 23, 1977 (Wednesday) in 
Textor 103 at 8:00 p.m. Professor Hartsock is on 
the editorial board of QUEST: A Feminist 
Quarterly and is the author of several articles in 
feminist theory and Marxist methodology. The 
lecture is open to the college communities and the 
public. We hope you will attend. 
The Friends of the Tompkins County Public 
Library offer grants of up to $1,800 each for library 
education. Application deadline is April 1, 1977; 
applications are available from Chairman, Endow-
ment Fund Committee, .Friends of The Tompkins 
County Public Library, 312 N. Cayuga Street, 
Ithaca, New York 14850. 
. \II II&~ studt•nts who are second scmesll•r 
,ophomorl's and havt• not deciarcd .a major are 
urgPd to altt'n1I a rnt•t'ling on Monday 28th, ·at 7:80 
p.111. in Frit•nds 111. Assistant Dea~ Dan Finla.v 
\\ ill lw prt'sl•nt to answt•r 1111cstions about 
Jll'l"l"l'l{i~tration, l'hoiCl' of major. and acadl'mir 
prograrrn, at lthal'a Colll•ge. · 
:\II II&~ studt•nls who jl:"l' conkmplating a 
<"hangl' of major should sec· the appropriall• 
a,h·i,ors \\'l'll in advance or preregistration. 
('hange of Major for:,ms will not be proce!isl•d from 
. \Jlril lith to april 15th -(preregistration is from 
.\Jlril 11th to April 15th). 
·'· 
Registrar_'s Remarks 
Replacement. Photo ID's will be-· taken in the 
Registrar's Office on Tu~sday, March 1 from 9:00 
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Those of you ·needing to have 
your pictures taken again please make a note of the 
date and time. · 
Seniors. A reminder that you have until April 15 to 
have all Incompletes removed from your record. 
That doesn't mean the work is due to the instructor 
by April 15. It means the grade must be received 
in the Registrar's Offlce by April 15. April 1 is a 
suggested date to have the work turned in to your 
instructor so the instructor has two weeks to get it 
graded and turned in to the Registrar's· Office. 
Some of you are in the position' of needing those 
incomplete hours for graduation. Now is the time 
to take the necessary action to complete the needed 
work and turn it in to your instructor. Do it NOW 
while the snow flies. when the snow melts ·-your 
motivation may turn to other things. 
Health Tips - ''S b .,,, 000 y l, 
continued from page 3 
·' 
· by R )ind · R, members of the 
Health Center 
Advisory Committee 
This column is intended to deal 
with nutrition; a topic which all 
of us deal with daily, but seldom 
put in its proper prospective. To 
be truthful, we had little know-
ledge of its facts and fallacies 
until we volunteered to do this 
article. So, we will share our 
amazements and disappoint· 
men ts with those of you who take 
interest. You may even find out 
59me new trivia to try out on 
Mom and Dad over spring break. 
To signify the importance of 
nutrition let us refer to what is 
commonly known as the Love 
Handle Syndrome. It can best be 
seen in late fall when it becomes 
too cold to romp and party 
outdoors and we retreat to the 
pub and snack bar. You must 
remember feeling those pants 
getting tighter, and the neces-
sity of wearing a loose pull over 
sweater. That feeling of watch-
ing the pounds go up and the 
stomach grow out is a hard one to 
forget. It can't be denied that 
part of the problem may be due 
to reduced exercise. For the 
most part however, the solution 
lies in consuming a properly 
balanced diet. 
Those of us who are fortunate 
enough to escape the meal plan 
figure that once and for all we 
are rid ·of those horrendous, 
weight gaining, counters full of 
food. At last we can eat what we 
choose, not what is put in front of 
us. How long did we wait for that 
privilege, twenty years? 
A,s the writers. of this article 
found out, it is easy to keep your 
weig~t stable or even lose a little 
w~en you are forced to pay for 
and cook your own food. The 
question to be raised is; how 
healthy do · you remain in the 
·process? · 
Another state of· nutritional 
defecit is what can commonly be 
referred as the "munchies' Sure-
ly you must remember those late 
nights during finals when your 
stomach began talking and dis-
tracted you from your one 
hundred fifty-third muscle card. 
If you don't, how about Friday 
night at the Haunt when the 
popcorn grew ~o irresistable that 
you just had to give in. If none of 
these are familiar, remember 
last night when you found 
yourself "stoned again" and in 
line at the snack bar waiting for 
an order of fries. 
All these are experiences 
which are very real to all of us as 
college students. Whether you 
believe·in meat and potatoes or 
you are an avid health food fan, 
chances are you are partially 
deceived as to their nutritional 
value. A somewhat recent study 
showed Cheerios to be four times 
as nut.ritous as Quaker's All 
Natural Cereal; not mention 
much cheaper. 
In all seriousness, nutrition 
had a great deal of importance 
which many of us tend to 
overlook. Since it covers such a 
broad area, the specific aspects 
of nutrition will be dealt with in 
separate articles. So, if you are 
wondering how much value there 
is in a dinner of Michelob or how 
long it will take the tuna noodle 
casserole to make you Mr. 
Strong, stick with us and we will 
attempt to give you the answers. 
If you have any question 
regarding yo_ur diet, or the best 
manner iri which to lose or gain 
· weight, feel free to contact the 
personnel at the Health Center. 
In the mean time try to contain 
the excitement of your new 
found interest in nutrition until 
next week when we will deal 
with the mytl_t of meat, protein, 
and its importance in extensive 
exercise. 
Sybil had gone through twelve 
years of psychotherapy when in 
1965 she was finally able to 
function as one human being. At 
this time all the parts of her 
personality began to function as 
parts of Sybil's whole personal-
ity, rather thl!n being distinct in 
themselves as they . had been in 
the past. Schreiber said that 
though every person has many 
aspects to their personalitywhich 
differ from on another, they all 
combine to form the personality 
as a whole. In the past Sybil's 
personality was not a whole, but 
when Sybil learned to accept the 
pain and fear which she had not 
previously accepted, she began 
to be able to deal with problems 
without turning to alternate 
selves. Dr. Wilbur thought that 
Sybil would become the "Vicke'' 
self, while Schreiber thought 
Sybil would become "the waking 
self'. In fact, Sybil didn't become 
only one of the selves, but rather 
Sybil became a combination of all 
her 16 selves. 
Schreiber feels that Sybil 
might now be even "weller" than 
many of us since she has seen 
both her sub-conscious and un-
conscious selves. Sybil has not 
regressed since 1965 and she 
probably will not since she can 
now deal with pain which she 
must face. Schreiber pointed out 
that the book "Sybil" not only 
deals with Sybil as an individual, 
hut it also deals with family 
dynamics. Most people can iden-
tify with "Sybil" and have 
actually either seen or heard 
about abuse or other parental 
relations which exist in the story 
of "Sybil''. Schre'iber cleary 
emphasized the need for people 
to look to the inside of a person 
rather than accepting them for 
their exterior characteristics. 
Afterall, very few people could 
look at Sybil's ex~erior and 
realize her , inner emotional 
problems! 
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YOU WILL .SOON BE RECEIVING A SURVEY 
DEALING WITH THE DRINKING HABITS 
..
= .. 
.... 
.... 
~= ... 
~- ... ~ - OF CAMPUS COMMUNITY MEMBERS a 
- ....... .... E YIDDlif-ll··RIID - = 
... ~ 
-=- IN_COMPLETING-AND RETURNING·-. : 
- ·= E THIS QUESTIONAIRE AS DIRECTED  
e·. tm1111 . § E .,, THE ·ITHACA ~OLLEGE ALCOHOL ABUSE COMMI_TTEE ,,,= 
. - . ···. -- .. • ...... 
.., 
.clo6oi'fled 
• • • ,J ' ~-
, ~·.·. "j Smitty, 
r Maybe we shouldn't think about 
I 
, tomorrow, and hope to get more 
.__ __ _;. ___ _,_--'--~ ' from· eachother today. 
f for oale 
THE FINGER LAKES FROL- The Goobiest. 
ICS DATING DIRECTORY To The Chubby Club, 
Provides a way to express your Although the feeling has al· 
1 individuality and meet the ~st ways been there I don't think it's 
people. Enclose a 13 cent stamp ever been said; I love y'all. 
for details · write Stew. 
Box 64 Lansing, N · y · To I.C.'s Women's Bowling team· 
14882 The best of luck in States on 
FOR RENT: 4 bedroom house in Friday. I know we'U get a 
Enfield with seven acres attach- trophy! 
ed. 12 miles from school Lease 
and rent are negotiable.House 
includes built in bar! 272-651 9. 
FL R SALE: 8-track car stereo 
with 2 5¾ "Jenson Speakers. AU 
are brand new. 
includes 3 tapes and a case 
272-6519. 
Amplifiers: Sunn-Bass $150, 
Concert slave $175; Alamo w/12" 
speaker $125, Earth Head $150, 
also Cry-Baby Wah-Wah $20, 
also Fender Jaguar 1966 $200. 
CaJI Steve at 387-9007 (local] 
evenings. 
~111!111.!~ fEI.Jte~--· ;;:_AM 
~r;.nl/: 'lf~'J-, ,.,. 2 ,·,.,· ..... ,, ... , .... 
c' ..... ,. (800) 325-4867 
., 10 CJ pm 
n, .. t•,• ,.,, 1,, Tr,1v1•1 ,1q,,r.i 
@ UniTravel Ch~rten . 
DISCOUNT STEREO 
EQUIPMENT. A total coatept 
in soud design & service. 
Coataet Seth of "AUDIO DE-
SIGN". Talcott Rm. 317 or eGll 
272-9723 or X545. 
FOR SALE · Men's ten spead 
We·stern Flyer Bike Brand new 
• used o,nce. Price negotiable. 
CaJI Karen at x757 or 273-9898 
For Sale ~ Kenwood KX-9iO 
Cassette Deck. Has Dolby, 
!\lie/line mixing, memory rewind 
and more. · Excellent condition. 
$100. Jon, 272-6519. 
ATTENTION ALL BEER 
DRINKERS!! On Friday, Feb-
ruary 25th. Spend your Happy 
Hour from 3-8 pm at the Dugout. 
· 32 oz. pitchers $1.00 with every 
pitcher a chance to win a free 6 
pack. One winner picked every 
hour. After 6:00 -· 2 winners per 
·: ! hour. Also -· Gin and Tonic, 
S.50. . 
Sponsored bu Gamma Delta Pi 
For Sale: SWEATERS Some 
used, some even CHEAP call 
x757 ot 273-9898 ask for Karen 
:· For Sale: Refrig. · 29 1/2 x 20 
·:: ·- · 1 / 2 excellent condition best offeq 
_:- ; ·Donna or Robin 277 -0331 _or X571_ 
:, : For Sale: . Olympus 35 RC 
:) . camera w/case, · filter, -~ash. 
: : $85.00 Peter X541 or 273-9670 
Love ya, 
Bean 
Dear Coach, 
Thanks for the fun I've had on 
the Bowling Team. I know you'll 
have a great season next year, 
too! 
Feux, 
YOU BET!! 
To J.C. Crew - aU of you! 
Love, 
Bean 
-Barb 
I hope you have a great season 
this Spring. Florida and West 
' Virginia sound great!!!Not too 
long before you're out of the 
Tanks and onto the Inlet!!! 
Good Luck 
Lost - Room and exit keys on 11 
short chain please caJI room x544 
S.C.B. 
Congradulations on winning 
the bet it wiU continue for the 
next 40 days. , 
Name the place and we're 
there. 
Loser and loving it J.C. 
Esk-
1 mi_ss, you. 
MAS. 
Red· 
Did you let the cat out yet? 
-From Brown 
I.C. SPRING BREAK CHART-
ERED. BUS TO ROOSEVELT 
FIELD 
Leave: · Friday March 4, 1977 
1:00 p.m. 
Egbert Union [bus stop) 
Return: Sunday March 20, 1977 
4:00 P.M. 
from Roosevelt Field direct to 
Egbert Union _ . 
for info caJI: 277-0557 Michelle 
I x615 I or 273-9595 Brenda 
Spaces Limited, So Act Now! 
Sponsored by Mu Gamm_a Chap· 
CONCERTS 
. Feb. 26 - . 
Genesis ,. . 
Syracuse Auditorum 
March 3 -
Todd Rundgren 
Syracuse Auditorium 
continued from page 1 
The committee and Whalen schools. This will be one of the 
are optimistic about the out- , colleges which they could con-
Although the turnout was small 
at the faculty screenin~ for 
Richards the few teachers pre-
sent seemed enthusiastic. 
come. Koch stated "We are ceivably choose to take. 
antiscipating that it will go well." The purpose of the screen-
The search . has been an ings is to create an interaction of 
extremely choo~y process be- the candidates with members of 
cause the best possible candidate · the college community. The 
is wanted for a new provost. student turnout on Tuesday was 
When asked what step he will disastrously low as only several 
take if neither Mitchell nor people showed up. At the faculty 
Richards fits the job, Whalen meeting on Wednesday, Dr. 
stated ''I'll . cross that bridge Richards made several refer-
when I come to it." ences to the importance of 
President Whalen stated 
that "the decbion should he 
announced within a week to ten 
days after the screenings.·· 
According to Professor Koch. 
there are three possibilities to 
the outcome: 
J ( The joh is offered to 
either one of the two, and om· 
accepts. Then we will have ,1 
provost. 
At the Community Council unifying the separate depart-
meeting Tuesday night Whalen ments at Ithaca College. He 
skillfully avoided explaining . advised requiring a more general 
what will happen if neither of the '. program for all majors." ... pro-
two candidates accepts offers to vicling more of a liberal arts 
be provost. Although the backround in the programs." He 
candidate will probably both also stated that student input in 
have applied to positions at other , faculty evlauation is important . 
2( The job b offert-d and 
neither accept it. 
3( Something comes up from 
thl' scrl'enings with both of 
them, and it is obvious neither 
would fit the job." 
Larry, 
See you at the '77 Nights Party 
in the Union this weekend. I love 
the Striders and Desperado. !ODAY'$ CROSSWORD fUZZLI 
Linda1UNITED Feature Syndicate 
puzzle 
an.swers 
Nancy· 
Meet you Saturday at 9:00 p.m. 
in the Union Dining Hall for the 
Strider and Desperado concert. 
I can't wait. 
Chuck 
HELP! Will the person who 
mistakenly took my notebook 
from the Union Cafeteria on 
Wednesday, Feb. 23, 'PLEASE 
. return it as soon as possible! I 
need it very much and if I don't 
get it .back, it's like half a 
semester down the drain in 3 
courses. Please return to Jeff 
Klafehn, Rowland . Hall, room 
314, x533, or drop off in the 
union mailroom. No questions 
will be asked. 
Dear Peter, · 
I'm going to miss you. Don't let 
zog corrupt your mind. Have a 
good time in Florida. 
' Love you 
xxoo 
Banana 
It was a pretty big place and lots 
of fun!!! 
We'll have to go again. 
Love, 
ME 
SOUTHWEST 
IMPORTS 
American Indian 
Arts and Crafts 
Authentic 
Indian Jewelry 
Dewitt Mall 
277-4Yl6 
ACROSS 
1 Onion 
5 Diminish 
1 O Duck genus 
14 Playing field 
15 Female 
horses 
16 African 
language 
17 Baltic 
seaport 
18 In a nice 
manner 
20 Select for 
an office 
22 Depart 
swiftly: 
Slang 
23 Tricks 
24 Bucolic 
26 By way of 
27 Soiled 
30 Phoning 
34 Examined 
35 ---· Chris· 
tian An-
dersen 
36 Fish eggs 
3 7 Not forced 
38 Sweetheart: 
Informal 
40 Given facts 
41 Nationality 
suffix 
42 Tarry 
43 Spat 
45 Shrink 
47 Animal's 
gear 
48 It follows 
"prin· 
temps" 
49 Strong point 
50 Existing 
2 J 4 
17 
20 
53 Go astray 
54 Play an in· 
strument 
58 Ottawa or 
Washington 
body 
6 1 Show busi· 
ness award 
62 ----
Khayyam 
63 Arabian 
governor. 
Var . 
64 Review and 
amend 
~mt 
jpage5 
65 Eugene-----: 
Wolfe 19 Carlos··--·: 4 2 ··:· color: 
character Sp. premier K1~d of 
66 Father 21 M_elody pa!nt . 
67 Man in the 25 Sign of em- 44 Un1vers1ty 
Btble barrass· faculty 
ment: 2 46 Return to 
words former 
26 ------· eel: belief 
Nematode 4 7 Jack of 
worm child's · DOWN 
1 Heart 27 Man the rhyme 
2 Harmful helm 49 Liberaled 
3 Call on lhe 28 Annoy 50 Eager 
intercom 29 Thing of 51 Toronto's 
4 Briskness value Casa-··· 
5 Elect. unit 30 1943 Nobel 52 --·-The 
6 Musical prize win· Terrible 
,piece . ner 53: Pip--··: In 
7 - .... live 31 Angry lhe after· 
girl" 32 Musical noon 
8 Maple Leafs symbols 55 Teased: In· 
or Rangers 33 Adjusts so formal 
9 Kind of as to match 56 Army com· 
curve 35 Ten·gallori pany 
10 Each year 57 Imaginary 
11 Slangy 39 Half---: story 
retort Pleasantly 59 Brief sleep 
12 Capable intoxicated 60 Three: It. 
13 Speaks 40 Eating areas 
6 7 8 9 12 13 
:Jf?~Donal ~J 
;·:: ; .. Wanted - 2 female roommates 
L: .· wanted for 6 bedroom house on 
:,,; f · S. Aurora St. 85 & utilities, own 
March 5 - . 
Richie Furray, Roger McGUIDD 
Alfred University 
Free 
58 
,,. ,._, 
:.~ " ,bedroom,. living room, dining 
-::1 :_ -room, den, 2 baths. CaJI Lisa or 
[; ~:;_Margo x574 or 273-9538. 
~~ \ .. : 
March 16 -
Marshall Tucker 
Syracuse Auditorium 
March 30 · 
Jethro Tull 
Syracuse Auditorium 
(~ ~ :., T'- L~~~ft',., 
a~i ._. ne &;¥~~A--. 
;; ~t . ',• 
Pizza Delivery l~. -
j,?2cl95@ 
·. -.. ··_; 2M CASIS -
COLDBll,i: ~j,: ,:~· ~-····a-·.--R· .. N !>:'!fr · \ 
Vi f· _; ·n~s~ Drinks Anywliere· Dlscoulll Prices 
[}~- \ Gre""at Steaks ~ Seafood *Groceries • Kegs' . 
;}2~ : ·Warm,Friendly Aimosphere- Party Supplies «·Jee. 
1J.. F. ,I &C! d 9.·.">'·~· J)p. en· 11 · 
.·,it;. Sing-a-1 .. onp· ri qy ,-,(t(Ur a~· ., UNmD:c••• . 
6"1 
s 
:=th& Pit 
restaurantr 
steaks & chops 
elmira road 273-077o/;. 
across from Grand Union 
.,, ,' : . ' " . ,.,~ ~ .,. ,; H~ · 2~027-SLA.TE/lVJLLE.~D. ·1'ue~2~at 122N. Aurora St; 
tr~~ ~-J ~: • • ' _.. ' ' • ..Op.....;..·lii,~.o_•_i....,1,.y_.t;.,·i_...;;:;11 .. ,.... ~~ ...--·~ .... • ... m_. ·-· -~ __ ._·,.~-~-~'~.?;: Ci ~~ .. ~;_C',',: .• :.v.~_·.-.,_ . ...,,,...,_._· ,_-_ •. _ i~ ..... :.;._·_·.~ __ :t3.r~~'i~ .. :-~\·~~:-.::·_';1··(·i .. ·.~~;··~.:.:;·~.,~,~1:;:.:.s:0i,~~~;;::""""!~ 
~:,;~ ... ~'.':···.-,:~-··!·'.'· -· •· • .:,..,,.·:,.·-.-.·-~:'.· -· - .· . : ..... -,, .. , ... )~.-.,..,..,,.:,., .. ;; ... ,, -·· • 
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COAl-e,UR.NING, ON .A woR.lb- AND TH£ .SULFLIRIC AC.ID 
lJIDE" SCALI: I .S Fl/VE ..... 1 F IN TH£ AIR CAN. 8£ LDT5 
YOU I-IAPP£N TD urr <3REAiH- Of FUN WHEN IT RAlNS / 
IN~ SULPHUR, AND 011-JER Nil£ WATCH £ VE R'ITHINC:, -AS i-r 
POlSONS/NOT To /1ENTION 1H£ D15Jl'l1EqR,LJT£S/ 
EMPH'f 5£MA 1 B RoN CH I TIS, LUt.Jq CANC6R, AND SO ON,., .... 
WIND OW[R? 
F !,VALLY THE WORLD E:CoWoMY 
WILL Bf SHAT1ERtD!GOVERN·. 
M~NTS WILL t RUMBLE! AND 
lJl-ltN TJ./AT HAPPENS ... 
ND PLAtE TD HIDE. JACK!!/ 
SC )'OlA KNOW WHAT. 
'wt,R~ IN TROlA6L 
· OH, J1t1 ~ SoRl<Y! 
DOES THIS DE' PRE:.SS 
YOU? IS IT ALL TOO 
UNPLEASANT TO 
TJ-HNK ABOUT? 
i. 
